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PREFACE 

Roderick J. McIntosh, Department of Anthropology 

Rice University 

The goals of the Rice University Field Methods class (anthro-

pology 362b, Spring Semester 1983) were modest: to investigate 

the nature of the deposits around the Kellum-Noble House, Sam 

Houston Park, and to present in professional form the results of 

investigations. The strategy for this work was generated by dis-

cussions with members of the Texas State Office of Historical 

Preservation (esp., J. Barto Arnold and Mark Denton) and the 

Harris County Heritage Society, both of which organizations granted 

permission for the 1982 and 1983 research and for the slightly un-

orthodox approach to the present report. Plans have already been 

made to continue excavations at Sam Houston Park with next year's 

Field Methods class. 

In a sense, these excavations were doubly exploratory. Field 

classes are notorious for poor excavation techniques. Results of 

their research are seldom published properly and artifacts and 

field notes are eventually lost as bags crumble in storage and 

files are re-organized. The students in the class were asked to 

excavate the vicinity of the house, undertake full analysis, and 

to present a professional-standard site report in the short space 

of one academic semester. The present site report shows their 

outstanding response to the challenge; it represents a real con-

tribution to knowledge. Additionally, advanced students undertook 

two exploratory programs of site testing near the Longrow building - 
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both of which testing methodologies were themselves needing testing. 

This report represents entirely the efforts of undergraduate 

students. The editorial hand was kept moderately light on sub-

stance, in part because the Rice students once again showed a keen 

grasp of the essential problems and were quite content to find 

their own way (with guidance over the rough spots) through the 

tangle of data. The conclusions of this report are not earth-

shaking, a fact that reflects as much the philosophy of the course 

as the nature of the excavated materials. My principal goal for 

the course was to teach a proper appreciation of size and repre-

sentativeness of the data, that is, broad sampling considerations. 

Small sample size, the possibly prejudiced sample from our two 

units (small sampling fraction), and stratigraphic mixing by roots 

and rodents were cursed by undergraduates, who will probably never 

read the writings of professional archaeologists in quite the same 

way again. That great intangible, a professional attitude, was 

encouraged by asking all students to keep to the impossibly short 

deadline and by stressing co-operation with all other contributors. 

It was a wonderful thing to watch undergraduates pitted against 

real data. Expectations of what could be said with the data ran 

high throughout the excavation period (unfortunately truncated by 

several days of rain) and well into the second of five weeks of 

laboratory analysis. Then spirits sank as students understood 

for the first time what is meant by suitability of sample. The 

reader is forwarned that the conclusions to all sections are modest. 

Humble conclusions are not, however, to be confused with trivial 

conclusions. 
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I applaud the students of the 1983 Field Methods class for 

their professional excavation and contribution to our understand-

ing of the changing use of the Kellum-Noble House and Longrow area. 

They have created a document which, read cumulatively with the 

1982 report, will be used heavily by scholars'in the future (fol-

lowing Field Method classes in particular!) and which may serve 

as a model of what a teacher can ask of students. The enthusiasm 

of the students is evident throughout, as is the cheerfulness which 

characterized the class. They were an extra-ordinarily nice and 

considerate bunch of students. 

Students' names are found at the -beginning of their contribu-

tion. No less important are those responsible for the graphics, 

Dan Sloan and Sabine Pratsch, and the photography, Maya Sheehy 

and Ed Miller. Ruth Mills conducted an instrument levelling of 

the park and her topographic map appears as Figure 2. 

Our thanks go to Mr. Patrick H. Butler III, Curator of Col-

lections at the Harris County Heritage Society for suggesting the 

work at Sam Houston Park in the first instance and to William C. 

Griggs, Director of the Harris County Heritage Society for permis-

sion to excavate and for providing storage facilities and miscel-

laneous equipment. The Texas Antiquities Committee kindly pro-

vided research authorization (Permit No.336). Mr. John S. Silva, 

Acting Director, and James E. O'Rourke, Assistant Director of the 

Houston Parks Department also gave authorization to excavate on 

Parks Department lands (letter of 7th December 1982). To Carolyn 

Spock, Head of Records of the Texas Archaeological Research Center 

go thanks for assigning the site number 41HR425. The research was 
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in large part funded by the Department of Anthropology at Rice 

University, for which we thank the acting department chair, 

Professor Michael Fischer. Members of the Houston Archaeological 

Society helped in numerous ways: President Pam Wheat helped with 

publicity; Bill McClure took time from work to help class members 

with faunal identifications and with presentation of that data. 

Mr. van Fossen donated several Wednesday afternoons to the test 

of metal detecting devises. 

The Kellum-Noble House has been placed on the National Register 

of Historic Places (Register No. PH0038938). It has also been 

registered as state archaeological site 41HR425. Excavations were 

conducted in complience with Section 191.092 of the Antiquities 

Code of Texas; the site should be considered by the Texas Antiquities 

Committee for status as a State Archaeological Landmark. The P.I. 

will be pleased to provide any information needed for the process 

of S.A.L. designation. 

All artifacts from this excavation have been placed in 

permanent storage in the museum of the Harris County Heritage 

Society (Mr. Patrick Butler III, Curator). All original daybooks, 

field notes and maps are in the P.I.'s Archaeological Laboratory 

at Rice University. 
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ABSTRACT 

This report concerns the Spring, 1983 excavations at the 

Kellum-Noble House site and preliminary survey near the Longrow 

building, both of which are within the Sam Houston Park in down-

town Houston, Texas. Both localities are within the site with 

Texas registry number 41HR425; archaeological investigation was 

condicted under Texas Antiquities Permit no. 336. 

Members of the Rice University Field Methods Course (Anthro-

pology 362b) continued excavations at the three-by-three meter 

unit west of the Kellum-Noble House (unit labelled KN-W), which 

was taken down to sterile floodplain alluvium. The stratigraphy 

clearly indicates three distinct episodes of building or remodel-

ing to the house. The building strata were separated by occupa-

tion strata, illustrating the various uses to which the house was 

put at different times. Excavations also continued at the unit 

south of the house (KN-S), where the deposits were heavily dis-

turbed. KN-S was not taken down to sterile during this short 

field season (abbreviated further by several days of rain). As 

with the 1982 season, artifacts and conclusions from these excava-

tions will aid the Harris County Heritage Society in their desire 

to make more authentic the restoration of the house. 

Several members of the field course began an exploratory 

program of survey and testing by 50-by-50 cm. test units of the 

region near the Longrow building (east of the Kellum-Noble House). 

Overlapping this was a survey by metal detector, tested for use-

fulness in conjunction with a scheme of test units and for overall 

cost-effectiveness. 
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Chapter 1 

GEOGRAPHY AND SOILS 

Chin See Ming 

Kellum Noble is located in Sam Houston Park, in the midst of 

downtown Houston, flanked by towering skyscrapers on all sides 

except one, making for a rather- interesting juxtaposition of old 

and new in Houston. It is therefore remarkable that sitting in 

a city of constant change, Kellum-Noble is more or less where it 

was last year - Universal Transverse Mercator Coordinates of 

Zone 15, easting 270620 and northing 3294220 or latitude 29° 45' 

30" N and longitude 95* 22' 30" W. It is approximately 16 meters 

above sea level (see Figure 2). 

Bordering Sam Houston Park on the north is Buffalo Bayou 

which presently drains a major part of Houston (927 sq. km/ 

362 sq. mi) into Galveston Bay. Historically Buffalo Bayou has 

been used by settlers to reach Houston from Galveston Bay. 

The climate in Houston is subtropical with an average precipi-

tation of 117 cm (46 inches) and an average temperature of 68°F. 

It's proximity to the Gulf of Mexico provides for a moderation of 

extreme conditions with an even distribution of precipitation 

through the year. Destructive windstorms are fairly infrequent, 

but both thundersqualls and tropical storms occasionally pass 

through the area (Ruffer & Bair, ed., 1974:534. Since the mean 

annual flood represents bankful capacity for incised streams such 

as Buffalo Bayou (Van Sickle, 1971), any anomaly in weather con-

ditions would render Kellum-Noble vulnerable to floods. 
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Kellum-Noble sits on what is presently classified as Urban 

soils (see Figure 3). Before the onset of urbanization, that is, 

when the house was first built, it sat on what may be either one 

of two soil classifications, Bernard Soils or Vamont Soils 

(Wheeler, 1976). Both of these soil types may be found in close 

proximity to the site today. The Bernard Series consists of deep 

neutral loamy soils while the Vamont Series consists of deep, 

acidic clayey soils. Both of these soils share common properties 

in that they are somewhat poorly drained and have a high montmo-

rillonite content. Due to the latter factor, these soils have a 

high shrink-swell potential (that is, they shrink when they are 

dry and swell when wet) and low strength - not a very good founda-

tion for buildings. Both of these soils are also highly corrosive 

as can be shown by the poor condition of iron artifacts at the 

site. 

The whole area was once an extensive delta of the Brazos 

River and therefore a rich source of interdistributary and estua-

rine mud, deposited when sea level was higher than present. The 

whole structure sits on top of the Beaumont formation of Pleisto-

cene age - sediments that were deposited during the last inter-

glacial interval during a period of sea-level high. The tribu-

taries of Buffalo Bayou can actually be seen eroding headward 

through thin Holocene (present) river alluvium towards these 

Pleistocene beds. 

A soil sample taken from the bottom sterile layer of KN-W 

was put through sieves of various sizes for analysis at the Rice 

Geology laboratories. The soil was basically divided into three 
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AHN TEXTURE TEST 

Fig. 2.1. A manipulative texture test which gives a practial Indication of soil 
texture and consistency. 
Enough line earth is taken to make a ball of soil about I In across and water:is 
dripped on to the soil until it reaches the sticky point, the point at which the soil 
adheres to Itself but not to the hand. The extent to which the moist soil can be 
worked is an Indication of texture. A sand can only be heaped Into a pyramid A. 
but a loamy sand makes a ball B. If the soil can be roiled out to a short cylinder C 
It is a light loam. The remaining drawings indicate a loam D. a heavy loam E. a 
light clay, a circle with cracks F and a clay, a circle without cracks G. 

The cylinder when fully roiled out, as in 13, should be 6} in long. A board, shown 
Wow the hand. Is marked with a 1 in squar,  and a line 	In long In order to 
standardize the test. 
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types based on their grain size: gravel (greater than 2 mm in 

diameter), sand (less than 2 mm but greater than 0.0625 mm in 

diameter) and mud (less than 0.0625 mm in diameter). The gravel, 

sand to mud ratio was determined to be 1 : 32.9 : 119.4. Analysis 

of the sand fraction showed it to be almost totally quartz grains, 

well rounded and extremely well sorted. The high proportion of 

mud showed the environment of deposition to be of low energy eg. 

in placid standing waters and the condition of the quartz grains 

indicates that the sediments have been transported over some 

distance rather than origination from a nearby source. 

Also found in the gravel fraction were iron-magnesium nodules 

which is more characteristic of Bernard Soils rather than Vamont. 

The former, then, is more likely to be the soil type on the site. 

Again as last season, two principal cultural sediments were 

found. Well rounded gravel was found in sizable amounts in both 

units, presumably along the drip line of the house. The gravel 

was composed of quartz, chert and some feldspar and average about 

one cm in diameter. The Pleistocene meander scars of the Colorado 

River, west of Houston, provide the closest source for such 

material. This gravel has probably been screened (McIntosh, ed., 

1982:9). 

The sediment found in ITT-W, Level Five, consisted of weathered 

granite, probably brought in for the building of the walkway. The 

feldspars in the granite had mostly been weathered to micas, par-

ticularly muscovite, and this made it particularly hard to estimate 

original percentage mineral composition. As expected, the quartz 

fraction remained unaltered and easily recognizable. Some feldspar 
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did remain unaltered and was identified to be microcline. The 

closest source would be the Llano Uplift in central Texas, 

approximately 200 miles away from the site. 

Archaeological sediments were described with the Ahn Texture 

test and Munsell color values. The Ahn test provided a field 

standard for comparing soils (see Figure 4, and Appendix 1). 

It relates the plasticity of moist soil to broad textural clas-

sification (McIntosh, ed., 1982:6). 

One of the hopes for future seasons at Kellum-Noble would 

be the location and excavation of the tannery that is known to 

have existed at the property. Since the -tannery would probably 

be redolent of dead cows, one could assume that it would not be 

in a direction of prevailing winds near the house. Winds in 

Houston generally blow from a southerly direction all year round 

except for November when it blows from the NNW. The tannery, 

then, should be in neither of these directions away from the 

house or at least not south of the house. 
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Chapter 2 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Leticia Fernandez and Mark Short 

Built between March 20, 1847 and February 2, 1848, the 

Kellum-Noble House stands as an excellent example of Houston's 

early domestic architecture. Excavation and documentary research 

centering on this house has proved helpful in answering questions 

about the lifestyle, socio-economic conditions, and industrial 

developments that were represented in mid-I9th century Houston. 

The property on which the Kellum-Noble house stands has a 

history predating the founding of both the city of Houston and 

the state of Texas (see also McIntosh, ed., 1982:Chapter 2). 

On July 20, 1824 the government of the Republic of Texas granted 

John Austin two leagues of land (Harris County Heritage Society 

Archival File #002:002). After Austin's death in 1836, A. C. 

and J. K. Allen acquired several tracts of the land from his 

widow, Mrs. J. F. L. Parrot (HCHS Archival File #002:002). This 

land was divided into lots that later became the heart of the 

City of Houston. 

On May 3, 1837 (HCHS Archival File #002:002), eight acres 

of land were sold to William Mock, who appears to have built a 

house and several other structures on the land. 

On January 22, 1938 (HCHS Archival File #002:002), Mock 

sold the land to Robert P. Stewart who leased two lots (one-fourth 

of an acre) to two industrialists, Michael Dyer and Peter Elgert. 

Dyer and Elgert built a 2-story wooden house on one lot, and 
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constructed a tanning yard with tanning vats, lime vats, bark 

mills, and water wheel on the second lot nearer to Buffalo 

Bayou. On June 26, 1839 the two lots were sold to Thomas C. 

Dobbs (HCHS Archival File #002:002). Stewart also sold three of 

the remaining acres to Horace Baldwin on July 14, 1839. Baldwin 

sold one of these acres to W. Colton on August 4, 1839, who sold 

it to Ashbel Smith two and one-half years later on March 7, 1842. 

Smith had also bought an acre of land from A. C. Allen on 

December 4, 1837, which he later sold to the City of Houston. 

Francis R. Lubbock built a hospital here in 1844. 

On May 14, 1839 the Aliens reclaimed,for unpaid debts, the 

eight acres that had originally been sold to William Mock (HCHS 

Archival File #002:002). Harris County Sheriff Magnus T. Rogers 

seized the property on March 7, 1843 to settle Mock's debts to 

the Aliens. 

T. M. Bagby purchased the land for $166.67. On January 11, 

1844 he sold it to Nathaniel Kellum for $500.00 (HCHS Archival 

File #002:002). Kellum also purchased an additional two and one-

half acres of land from the Aliens which would become the actual 

site of the Kellum-Noble House. 

Nathaniel Kelley Kellum was an industrial leader of the new 

Republic of Texas. In addition to a kiln and brickyard which, 

according to a July 1842 advertisement in the Morning Star (HCHS 

Archival File #002:002) were in operation by 1842, Kellum estab-

lished a saw mill, a lime plant, a harness, boat, and shoe factory, 

and an iron foundry on land throughout the city. (The exact loca-

tions of these enterprises cannot be established because archival 
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sources are not specific: no numbers or street names are given, 

and the buildings shown on early maps are not labeled.) He may 

have also taken over the tannery that was already on the property. 

Kellum's many enterprises made him one of the major building con-

tractors in Houston. The bricks from his kiln were used in the 

construction of many of the commercial buildings in Houston, thus 

he was partly responsible for Houston's early development. 

On March 20, 1847, Kellum began building a two-story 

Louisiana-style Greek Revival house. It was completed on 

February 7, 1848. According to Harris County records, Kellum 

supplied the brick used to build the house, paying a bricklayer 

$105 for laying 35,000 bricks, and $113 for the plaster work. 

The two floors of the house were identical, each consisting of 

two rooms, a hall and surrounding galleries (Landon, 1974, 2). 

The home has a substantial foundation that extends three 

feet into the ground according to the restoration architect's 

records. An attempt was made during the restoration of the house 

to use the original, hand-made bricks for rebuilding. However, 

because they were poorly fired, they were extremely soft, and 

crumbled during handling. Instead, newer used brick, matching 

the original, was used. Also, steel rods were added to the walls 

to strengthen them. 

The house is an example of the simple architecture that was 

popular across the lower south at the time (Goldner, 1974). The 

Greek Revival influence is seen in the broad porches, and wide 

doors and windows that dominate the house's exterior. 

The house has a central double door with sidelights and a 
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transom, and two six over six light windows flanking it. The 

second floor is very similar to the first, except that there are 

no side lights or transom around the central double door. A 

low pitched roof extends over the double gallery encircling the 

house. The gallery is supported by large square brick columns 

on the first floor, and slender square chambered columns on the 

second floor. An exterior stairway, located by the northeast 

portion of the ell, provides the only access to the second floor. 

The Kellums did not stay very long in this house. In 1850 

Kellum sold his land and house to B. A. Shepard, and moved his 

family to Grimes County where he opened a health resort he called 

Kellum Springs. 

The Kellum family was one of the more prominent families of 

the new Republic. The inventory of Kellum's estate is indicative 

of his lifestyle. Among the items listed are a large mahogany 

bedstead, a secretary, and a brass clock. 

Shepard sold the property to Abraham W. Noble in 1851 (HCHS 

Archival File #002:002). 

On February 10, 1851, Mrs. Noble and her daughter, Catherine 

Kelly, opened a school for children under age twelve. Many of 

their pupils grew up to become Houston's leaders; among them 

were Jesse Wright Miller and Hugh Roy Cullen (Houston Post, 3 

March, 1956). 

The school was housed in the rear of the house in an ell-

wing that was added to the house in 1857 (HCHS File #002:002). 

Mrs. Noble and her daughter taught classes in English, Music, 

Painting, and other subjects. They later became influential in 
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starting the public school system of Houston. 

In 1857 the Nobles were divorced. Mrs. Noble continued to 

live in the house although her husband retained title to the 

property. Finally in 1865 after years of suits and legal action, 

Mrs. Noble was awarded the property. After this, in late 1865, 

the house also served as the Sam Houston Military Academy (Young, 

1955:8). 

In 1860 Catherine Kelly married Alexander Szabo, a Hungarian 

emigre. They had a daughter, Eloise, in 1862. A 1865 map shows 

that the Szabos owned two structures on a lot adjacent west of 

the Nobles (Wood, 1869). 

Throughout the years of conflict between the Nobles, Mrs. 

Noble and Catherine continued to run the school. In 1866, Catherine 

died during childbirth, leaving her mother to raise Eloise. 

Eloise, a teacher like her mother and grandmother, married 

Otto McCellun Witte in 1890. She later became one of Houston's 

first women principals in the public school system. Mrs. Noble 

died in 1894, leaving the Noble estate to Eloise. The City of 

Houston acquired it on June 23, 1899 as its first public park 

(Southwest Center for Urban Research and School of Architecture, 

Rice University, 1981, vol. 6). 

In the years that followed, in addition to serving as the 

Sam Houston Park's Headquarters, the Property also housed the 

first City Zoo and served as a storage facility. By 1954 the 

house had been abandoned and fell into disrepair. A fire on 

March 11, 1955 damaged most of the house, completely destroying 

the roof and floors. Public outcry kept the house from being 
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demolished, and this public interest coincided with the forma-

tion of the Harris County Heritage Society. The Society bought 

the house and restored it to its original appearance. 
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Chapter 3 

STRATIGRAPHY 

Aniko Kiraly and Mike Nicolls 

The 1983 Field Season at the Kellum Noble Site was undertaken 

with the intention of continuing the exploratory goals of the first 

season. The lack of archival and documentary evidence concerning 

the area leaves the location of associated structures such as the 

outhouse, separate kitchen facility, and a drive unknown. The 

objective of this second season of research was to continue the 

search for outbuildings in the following procedure (outlined in 

the 1983 Application to the Texas Antiquities Committee): 

1. Intensive search of archival and other documentary sources 

concerning the Kellum-Noble residence and those in the vicinity. 

2. An area of 1.0 hectares to be gridded, surveyed by optical 

instrument to a 0.25 meter contour interval, and surface collected 

by grid unit (Figure 2, is drawn to a 0.5 meter contour interval). 

3. Continued excavation of the three by three meter pits 

began in 1982 (Units KN-W and KN-S) down to sterile soil with the 

hope of recovering Native American Aboriginal material in the pro-

cess. 

4. The opening of a single three by three meter excavation 

unit in the "Long Row" area, presumably the site of several indus-

trial buildings (the tannery and brick yards) and perhaps including 

part of original city dump (due to delays caused by rain, we sub-

stituted a sampling procedure using 0.5 x 0.5 meter units; see 

Chapter 11). 
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This section of the report is concerned with the work done 

on KN-S and KN-W. The third large unit which was planned in the 

long row area had to be posponed until next year. 

The Kellum Noble House is located in Sam Houston Park in 

west downtown Houston (see Figure 5). The UTM coordinates are: 

Zone 15, Easting 270620; Northing 3294220. The site is approxi-

mately at latitude 29° 45' 30" N and 95° 22' 20" W. The Texas 

State registry number for the Kellum-Noble Archaeological site is 

41HR425. It sits 16 meters above sea level. During the 1982 

season a temporary benchmark (T.B.M.) was set up (southwest corner 

of house, where edge of south and west wall meet the porch) when 

all available maps and an extensive search of the area failed to 

locate a permanent Bench Mark. At the outset of the 1983 field 

season a permanent Bench Mark was located. This B.M. is U.S.G.S. 

number 5357, 1510 (14.87 m) (see Figure 2). Elevations within 

each excavation unit were taken from principal data points called 

Points of Origin (P. of 0.). The P. of O. for each unit was a 

wooden stake driven into the ground approximately .20 centimeters 

from the Northeast corner of the unit. The T.B.M. was 6.6°  E at 

9.55 meters from the instrument levelling station and is 15.88 meters 

AMSL. The P. of O. for KN-W was 342.5° E from this station, and 

its elevation was 15.83meters AMSL. KN-S was 46.3° E from the 

station, and its elevation was 15.72 meters AMSL. As reported 

in McIntosh, ed. 1982: Chapter 3: 

Each P. of O. stake was protected from being kicked over by 

a series of double strings; one defining the actual unit 

itself (the inside string) and a second string about 30 cm 

further out. 
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FIGURE 6 

SCALE PLAN OF UNITS OF EXCAVATION NEAR THE KELLUM-NOBLE HOUSE 
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FIGURE 7. DEFINITION OF UNIT KN-W 
(DRAWING PROFILES) 
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All measurements taken, both vertically and horizontally, 

were accurate to the nearest half cm and were recorded as 

part of a full meter (e.g., 0.895 meter). The level of the 

P. of O. was indicated by a notch cut into the stake. A 

string attached at the notch, a bubble level and a metric 

tape were used to establish the depth below the P. of O. This 

was recorded as supercase "x" (X) followed by the measurement 

to the nearest half centimeter (e.g., x0.235 meter). Hori-

zontal measurements were taken using a metric tape to form 

two perpendiculars from the object to be measured to the north 

and east balks. 

All artifacts found in the excavation unit were placed 

in cloth artifact bags unless they were so fragile that they 

needed special handling. Any bone or shell was put into a 

"Bone Bag" and anything found in the screening was placed 

in the "Screen Bag." Every level had its own Level Record 

Form (LRF) for each day it was open. Each LRF had an arti-

fact bag, a "Bone Bag", and a "Screen Bag" unless otherwise 

noted. Overall control of the excavations was by way of the 

Level Record Forms which were exclusively controlled by the 
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Record Keeper (RMM). (see Appendix 2). 

On the LRF, the "pit boss" for the day (every student 

had a turn being "pit boss" at least once) recorded the top 

and bottom elevations of the level and made a thorough 

description of the level. He determined the soil color by 

using the 1954 edition of the Munsell Soil Color Charts 

(Munsell, 1954). The "Formal Soil Texture Description" was 

made using a field manipulation texture test indicating soil 

texture and consistency (described in Ahn, 1970:21; c.f., 19-

26) indicating position within the clay-loam-sand spectrum, 

modified by "light", "medium", or "heavy". A copy of the 

test results may be found in Appendix 1. 

Levels were dug using trowels, buckets, and occasionally 

shovels. All earth was dry screened through a one fourth 

inch screen unless otherwise indicated. Every day artifacts 

from the previous day were washed and taken to the Archeology 

laboratory at Rice University. After analysis, all artifacts 

and copies of original records, maps, and photographs will be 

returned to the Heritage Society and permanently stored at 

the Harris County Heritage Society Museum, Sam Houston State 

Park, Houston, Texas, Mr. Patrick H. Butler III, Curator. 

Periodically, photos were taken of features, levels or 

special objects in the pit. Upon completion of the excava-

tions, the balks and floors were prepared for final photos 

(taken in black and white and color), then sections and a 

final floor plan were drawn by students. These sections are 

reproduced below in the discussion of each unit. Along with 
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the natural strata section, there is a reconstruction of the 

excavated level sequence using only measurements from the 

LRFs. This exercise was done for two purposes: 1) to show 

the degree to which excavators were able to distinguish 

natural level change, and 2) to have an idea of the range 

of error committed in the taking of elevations. The discon-

tinuities can be explained by the inconsistancies in measure-

ments due to the method (hand-held bubble level and tape) 

being not accurate enough and by having different people 

taking the bottom level measurements and the top level 

measurements on a particular day. 

On most days of excavation, every Wednesday for six 

weeks and two Saturdays, both KN-W and KN-S were open. The 

director floated between the two units, but concentrated 

mostly on KN-W. KN-S was under the supervision of a graduate 

student Roger Moore. One student in each unit was the pit 

boss. He/she was responsible for keeping the LRFs for the 

day. 

Final plans, drawings and photos were from the previous 

working day. We were able to get final photos, sections and plans 

on the last day for KN-W. Unit KN-S was backfilled on top of 

plastic sheeting. We attempted to re-sod each unit with the 

original sod. 

Level Information - 1982 (First Season) Summary of Levels to Date 

For a more detailed description of all the data from the 

1982 Season, see McIntosh, ed. 1982: Chapter 3. Here just a brief 
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overview will be provided before a discussion of the new levels 

and features encountered in the 1983 season. 

Excavation Unit KN-W: 3 February to 24 March 1982: 

This unit was last year excavated to an average depth of 

0.375 meter, with a total of eight levels and five features desig-

nated. Level One, the very top stratum, was simply the accumulated 

topsoil of the last few decades. The next oldest units were then 

found to be Level Six and Feature Five, both of which occurred 

in the SW corner of the unit. These two units, which were asso-

ciated with each other were probably a result of a ditch or trench 

like feature running North-South and clearly visible at ground 

level and connecting with KN-W just east of the SW corner. Another 

fairly recent intrusion discovered was Feature Four in the NE 

corner. Feature Four was a deposit of builder's pea gravel, prob-

ably put in during or just after the reconstruction and restora-

tion of the house after the fire of 1955. 

Next began a sequence from approximately 0.200 to 0.270 meter 

deep of three levels (two, three, and four) apparently dating to 

the 1955 restoration phase as well. Levels Three and Four were 

designated north of south, respectively, of an older walkway (see 

below), while Level Two actually covered the walkway itself. The 

walkway composed of Level Five and Features Two and Three, prob-

ably dates to about the turn of the century, when the Kellum-

Noble House was undergoing a transition from private to public 

property. Level Five was composed of decomposed gravel and a 

weathered granite which appears to have been used as paving 
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material over a layer of rubble. Finally, Features Two and Three 

were cement lines running North and South of the walkway and 

bounding it. Just outside these two features lay shallow trenches, 

apparently for drainage. 

The last stratigraphic units designated, extending from 

approximately 0.250 to 0.350 meter below P. of O. were Levels 

Seven and Eight. These also most probably date to the turn of 

the century and were thereford contemporaneous (or nearly so) with 

the walkway. Level Seven, in the extreme NW corner, bounded Level 

Five on the North, while Level Eight did the same on the South. 

Once Level Five was removed, the entire pit was designated Level 

Eight. 

Excavation Unit KN-S: 3 February to 24 March 1982: 

Excavation proceeded much more slowly in KN-S than in KN-W 

last year as there was a considerable amount of disturbance due 

in part to many large tree roots in the unit which made it diffi-

cult to distinguish soil changes. We were therefore reduced to 

much near guess work in the beginning and in trying to reconstruct 

the sequence later in the laboratory. What follows is therefore 

tentative at best. With this year's data, further exactness may 

(hopefully) be introduced. 

The unit was only excavated to an average of approximately 

0.175 meter, except in KN-S (a) a smaller one-by-one meter unit 

dug in the SE corner of KN-S as time restraints kept us from con-

tinuing the entire unit. Six levels were designated; however, 

Level Six appeared only in KN-S (a). Level One was again as in 
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KN-W simply recent top soil, as was Level Three, although Level 

Three is possibly slightly older. Level Four appears to be the 

next oldest level, as it seems to be fill for a pit and trenches 

dug for a sprinkler system uncovered near the SW corner of the 

unit. Levels Two and Five may be related, as they are the oldest 

1982 season levels encountered in the unit and both contain large 

amounts of brick fragments and rubble very possibly from the 1955 

reconstruction phase. Level Six in KN-S (a) appears to verify 

this statement as the amount of artifacts of all kinds drops off 

drastically, although this may just be a reflection of the smaller 

size of KN-S (a). Finally, at the end of excavations another 

trench-like feature became visible running NE-SW through the pit. 

Unfortunately, lack of time kept it from being designated as a 

new level or feature and excavating it as such. 

Level Information (1983) 

All top and bottom elevations of each level, the Ahn and Munsell 

values and locations of each level and feature within the unit can 

be found in Appendix 3. Below is a further description and follow-

ing are the section drawings and level reconstructions. 

Excavation Unit KN-W (see Figures 8 to 17) 2 February to  

23 March 1983  

Excavation continued this year in this unit located just west 

of the southwest porch of the Kellum-Noble House. It was a three 

meter square unit oriented on a North-South axis. The P. of 0. 

was located in the NE corner only 0.69 meter away from the porch. 
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The unit was reopened by removing all backfill down to the level 

where excavation was stopped last year. For reference to those 

levels excavated prior to the 1983 season see McIntosh, ed., 1981: 

Chapter 3, and the preceding summary. 

Level Nine 

This level covered the entire unit except for Feature Four 

in the NE corner, which we left undisturbed. The soil was a 

loamy sand heavily interspersed with yellow/white clay, which 

tended to predominate throughout the unit later in the level. 

A concentration of bricks extended from the East wall toward the 

center and projected to the SW corner. The brick areas were 

pedestaled to determine if they might represent a disturbed path-

way or foundation. At the end of this level the North and South 

ends of unit were clear of brick debris. The center and East and 

West sides were still a mass of brick rubble. Artifacts collected 

included nails, bone, ceramics, and glass; as well as a heavy 

T-shaped iron object, and a finger ring, probably made of copper. 

Level Ten 

After Level Nine was closed out, the unit was divided into 

two new levels: Level Ten and Level Eleven. Level ten is a dis-

tinctly intrusive fill of loamy sand covering the northern third 

of the unit. There is a gradual transition as Level Ten lenses 

out into Level Eleven, making the boundary between them unclear. 

The Munsell values and soil textures of Level Ten and Feature Six 

are consistent enough to suggest some correlation between this 
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level and Feature Six. 

Level Eleven 

This level was designated as extending across the floor of 

the unit below Level Nine (excluding those areas identified as 

Levels Ten and Twelve). Level Eleven is a light clay. On the 

basis of brick debris recovered early in the level, Level Eleven 

seems to be contemporaneous with the first house construction and 

then as it becomes deeper it gives way to sterile soil. 

Three iron pipes were uncovered running in a diagonal SE 

toward NW (see Figure 16). They are probably a more recent fea-

ture not contemporaneous with the rest of the level and account 

for the disturbances in the northern sector of Level Five, where 

a trench for the pipes was cut across the walkway (Features Two 

and Three) discovered in the 1982 season. Weathered granite 

which seemed to have been used as a paving material in the walkway 

was found within the fill of the pipe trenches, again strongly sug-

gesting that the pipes post-dated Level Five. A circular sandy 

intrusion (Feature 6, Figure 14) approximately 0.63 meter in 

diameter was identified in the northwestern corner of the unit. 

This feature included in its fill some bare and metal artifacts. 

Other artifacts were found along the western side of the metal 

pipes. As excavation continued without any yield the end of 

Level Eleven seems to be sterile soil. 
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FIGURE 16. KN-W: LEVELS ELEVEN AND TWELVE 
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Level Twelve 

Level Twelve appears to be a trench or other intrusion ad- 

joining Level Eleven. The eastern boundary of Level Twelve 

intersects the west balk 2.5 meters from the SW corner of the 

unit, and extends 0.88 meter eastward along the south balk from 

the SW corner (see Figures 15 & 17). The soil matrix is a sandy clay 

filled with brick fragments, nails, ceramics, oystershells and 

an intact glass bottle. The cultural items are of mixed ages and 

are generally more recent than their depth would imply. The 

eastern boundary of Level Twelve runs parallel to the west wall 

of the house, as do the pipes in Level Eleven. It also corre- 

sponds to the cross section of the walkway and may have been dug 

at the same time the walkway was laid. At the end of the 1982 

season, we distinguished at the bottom of Level Eight an area of 

clayey loam which corresponds to this Level Twelve. This clayey 

loam may have been used to fill the trench. 

Feature Six 

A shallow circular sand bowl in the northwest corner of KN-W. 

Its diameter was 0.63 meter, depth 0.040 meter, and function un-

known. 

Excavation Unit KN-S (see Figures 15 to 19) 2 February to  

23 March 1983  

Excavation continued this season in this unit with the goal 

of leveling the whole unit to the depth reached in the one meter 

square unit KN-Sa in the 1982 season. Profiles of individual balks 

not drawn for unit KN-S as the stratigraphy was clear from the level 

drawings. 
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Level Seven 

After opening the unit this season the entire unit except 

for KN-Sa was designated Level Seven. This is a light tan clay 

which initially was mixed with a loamy sand which disappeared as 

we went deeper. The clay is interspersed with traces of char-

coal. The pipe trench that appeared to traverse west to east 

through Level Five reappeared in this level, which may be a con-

tinuation of Level Five from the 1982 field season. A large roof 

protruded from the north balk to the east balk. A large concen-

tration of brick and gravel was found in the NW corner and several 

pieces of bottle glass were recovered along the south balk. 

Level Eight 

This level was defined on the basis of yellow clay mottling 

in a background of gray-brown light clay. Level Eight extends 

over the entire unit excluding KN-Sa and an area of pea gravel 

(not yet defined as a new level or a feature) encountered in the 

NW corner of the unit. This gravel concentration appears to follow 

the south edge of the house terrace and is very similar to the 

gravel exposed in the NE corner of KN-W (Feature Four). 

The dark band of clay running SW to NE and parallel to the 

porch became clearly visible. This is a probable pipe trench 

similar to those uncovered in KN-W level nine. Excavation did 

not proceed deep enough to ascertain this. 

Numerous artifacts were found in this level. Of particular 

note are two areas of concentration. Along the mid section of 

the east balk a conglomeration of white floor tile was recovered. 
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Almost directly opposite, along the west balk a concentration of 

glass fragments ran into the apparent edge of the gravel deposit. 

Other yield from this level included brick, mortar, nails, iron 

material, shells and a lead plate. At the end of the season we 

had not closed out Level Eight. 

Unit KN-S was backfilled after heavy plastic was placed in 

the unit. Should we decide next year that the information to be 

gained by taking KN-S down to sterile outweighs the problems en-

countered with a unit so evidently disturbed in recent times, it 

will be a simple matter to resume excavation at that point digging 

ceased in 1983. 
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Chapter 4 

CERAMICS 

Marcine Gibson and Joyce Ivy 

The ceramic fragments unearthed at the Kellum-Noble site this 

season can be generally categorized as a rather uninformative col-

lection of common pieces (see Appendix 4). Slightly more than 

200 sherds were recovered this year, falling into 15 basic cate-

gories. No potter's marks were found on any of the pieces. The 

majority of the pieces were found in the upper levels of Unit KN-W 

while only a small number came from Unit KN-S. 

Last season, approximately 500 sherds were found. Most were 

small and it was often hard to determine the original form of the 

vessels from which the sherds had arisen. The majority of the 

sherds were tableware remains, and from the sudden increase in 

tableware sherds at KN-W Level Eight, we can assume that we had 

reached the most recent level of domestic occupation on the site. 

Level Eight was reached at the end of the season, so this year's 

findings were predicted to be exclusively domestic. 

The types of ceramics found in 1982, were of a wide variety, 

and definite dating was almost impossible. One piece of stoneware 

found was believed to have been made between 1850 and 1910, the 

rest could have been made any time after 1830. A problem with 

ceramic dating is that in many cases, popular prints are repro-

duced years later, so the dating can not be definite. Last year, 

it was also concluded that many of the ironstone pieces were im-

ported from England. 
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All of the ceramic fragments found during the 1983 season are 

categorized in Appendix 4. They were all of rather common types 

covering a broad time span. An explanation of the various cate-

gories used follows. The identical categories were employed during 

analysis of the 1982 finds: 

Whiteware: Whiteware is a paste ceramic that was extremely 

popular in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Ironstone is 

its most durable form and has been listed as a separate category 

below. Thirteen fragments of softer, non-ironstone whiteware were 

found, all undecorated. Most of these were in Level Nine of KN-W. 

Ironstone: This was the most common ceramic found at the 

Kellum-Noble site this season. Ironstone is a very hard, durable 

paste whiteware that came into use after 1813, replacing the older, 

softer varieties of whiteware for the most part. Its period of 

greatest popularity came after 1820. Most of the ironstone found 

at the Kellum-Noble site was probably imported from England. A 

number of decorative techniques were used on ironstone. These 

included the following: 

1. Flown blue: Flown blue was used primarily from 1820 to 

1900. It was especially popular from 1840 to 1870. It is a 

printed blue decoration in which the dye has bled or "flown" into 

the glaze. The result is a blurred effect (Price, 1981:38, 41). 

2. Transfer printed: Transfer prints in cobalt blue were 

common during and after the eighteenth century. Early transfer 

prints had geometric borders, which were replaced by floral borders 

around 1840. Prior to 1830, transfer prints were made up only of 

lines, but in the 1830-40 period these line prints were replaced 
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by line-and-stipple prints. A line-and-stipple pattern plate 

fragment was found in Level Eleven of KN-W. Its geometric border 

pattern and blue color date it c. 1810-40. A fragment of red 

transfer print willow pattern plate was also found in this level. 

Colors other than cobalt blue were not used in transfer prints 

prior to 1828. The willow patterns have been popular for cen-

turies, so the pattern is of little use in further dating this 

piece. A floral red transfer print fragment was found in Level 

Seven of KN-S. A very small blue transfer print piece, patterned 

primarily with lines, was found in Level Twelve, KN-W. 

3. Sponged: A mottled, hazy pattern is produced when an 

inked sponge is applied to the ceramic surface (McIntosh, ed. 1982: 

57). This pattern is then glazed over. Sponged decorations were 

frequent on ironstone after 1835. Only two sponged fragments were 

recovered this season, both from KN-W. 

4. Annular: Annular (or banded) decorations were common on 

ironstone after 1830 (McIntosh, ed. 1982:57). Only one banded 

fragment was discovered this season. It was in Level Eleven, N-W, 

and was a small, rather plain white ironstone fragment with a 

single band of bright blue. 

5. Edged: Edged-ware consists of a colored, misty rim 

around the edge of a vessel, often covering a molded, feathery 

design (Price, 1981:33). It is another pattern popular after 

1830, on both ironstone and other whitewares. One blue-edged 

fragment with the molded pattern was found in Level Eleven, KN-W. 

6. Hand-painted: Only one ironstone sherd was recovered 

with a hand-painted pattern on it. Bearing a leaf and flower 
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decoration in several colors, it was quite small and could not be 

dated. 

7. Undecorated: Most of the ironstone fragments fell into 

this category. "Undecorated" refers to any piece that lacked a 

colored design. These fragments may have come from undecorated 

pieces or from plain white areas of decorated pieces. 

Porcelain: Porcelain is a fine ceramic, glassy in appearance. 

Here it has been divided into two categories--painted and undeco-

rated. The fragments were all too small to be of much use in 

dating. The majority of the porcelain fragments were recovered 

from Level Eleven of KN-W. One bit of a porcelain doll's head 

was found in Level Eleven, as was a small porcelain sphere which 

may have been a bottle stopper or a marble. 

Stoneware: Stoneware was commonly used for heavy utility 

vessels in the 1800's and is still manufactured today. It is a 

non-porous salt-glazed pottery made widely throughout the United 

States and Europe (Stewart, 1977). Thick and hard, it is never 

pure white. A few pieces of this were found, widely distributed 

throughout the levels of both units. 

Redware: Redware is what common flower pots are composed of 

today. Only three sherds of this were found. 

Yellowware: Yellowware was a common variety of kitchen and 

tableware. It is made from a buff-colored paste with a clear glaze. 

The resulting vessel exhibits a fairly bright yellow finish. It 

was common in the United States after 1930. Only two small pieces 

were found this season, both in level nine. 

Hexagonal floor tile: These troublesome semi-porcelain, 
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concentration of fragments increased sharply in this level. 

If we compare KN-W Levels Seven and Eight from 1982, to 

KN-S Levels Seven and Eight from 1983, we see that the two Level 

Sevens correspond nicely. In both pits, similar numbers and 

types of sherds were found, except instead of the piece of sewer 

pipe found in KN-W, stoneware was found in KN-S. In KN-W, Level 

Eight, 262 sherds were found from 12 different categories whereas 

in KN-S, Level Eight, only 37 sherds were found from seven cate-

gories. 

Due to apparent disturbance of levels in both pits, all 

interpretations must be regarded as tentative. 
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Chapter 5 

GLASS 

Benee Wise and Sharman Murphree 

The glass collected from the second season at the Kellum-

Noble Site proved to be much the same as the 1982 season in that 

little more than fragmentary evidence was obtained. The collec-

tion contained many pieces of varying size, shape and color. 

These basic descriptions aided in the determination of the func-

tion of the original pieces. However, since all of the pieces 

except for one complete bottle were not intact, the classifica-

tion of function was difficult to accomplish. Had we been able 

to determine the function, we would have been able to compile 

more information on the lifestyle of the site's inhabitants. We 

have thus chosen to divide the pieces into three categories: 

windowpane, table glass, and bottle glass, with subgroups deter-

mined by color. 

Windowpane is easily determined by its clear color, and by 

its thin and flat shape. There seems to be no indication of 

significant window breakage on any of the levels excavated this 

year, unlike last season. Unfortunately we are given no clues 

as to dates from the glass' thickness. We found the pane glass 

to be of varying thicknesses within each level. We were able to 

observe that the glass appeared to be exclusively machine made, 

and thus lacking bubbles or concentric lines. 

The table glass was more helpful. Often these pieces, even 

if fragmentary, can be identified, or at least placed in a general 
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modern-looking floor tiles were found in Level seven of KN-S and 

(about 20 cm. deeper) in Level Eleven of KN-W. They were also 

found in the public restrooms at the Kellum-Noble site, c. 1950. 

Their presence indicates a probable minor, unrecognized distur-

bance in at least part of the west unit. This possibility is 

supported by the discovery last season of a porcelain electrical 

transformer in Level Eight of KN-W {McIntosh, ed. 1982:58). This 

lowest level of last year's dig may date from before the common 

use of electricity. 

None of the fragments found could be reassembled to form a 

reasonably complete vessel, but there were several identifiable 

vessel shapes and objects. The following is a list by level of 

these identifiable fragments. 

KN-S Level Eight: 19 hexagonal semi-porcelain floor tiles. 

KN-W Level Nine: one flown blue ironstone cup, one undeco-

rated ironstone plate, one undecorated whiteware plate, one undeco-

rated whiteware cup, one hand-painted porcelain saucer. 

KN-WLevel Eleven: one porcelain sphere (perhaps a Codd 

stopper, c. 1873-1892, or perhaps a marble), four hexagonal semi-

porcelain floor tiles, one fragment of a porcelain doll's head, 

one cylindrical whiteware bead, one red transfer print ironstone 

willow plate, one blue transfer print ironstone plate. 

No fragments of any kind were found below Level Twelve and 

since Level Twelve was a much more recent intrusion into Level 

Eleven, we can conclude that Level Eleven marked the first occu-

pation of the house. The last domestic occupation of the house 

probably occurred within Level Eight of KN-W, c. 1900, as the 
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classification or time period. Table glass, though often scarce, 

gives us clues as to the decor of the house and to an approximate 

economic status of its residents. 

Bottle glass was a rather large and broad category. These 

pieces ranged from medicine bottles to cooking bottles to spirits 

bottles. We had fairly good success in determining the function 

of the bottles found this season. The bottle glass can direct us 

toward an approximate analysis of the amount and type of practical 

glassware used in the household, and to the date of use. 

By dividing the table glass and the bottle glass into color 

subgroups we were better able to see what different types of glass 

within a group were more prominent. Within the bottle glass sub-

group, brown is most often beer bottle glass, green is often wine 

bottle glass, and clear is often milk or medicine bottle glass. 

The other colors were from various undeterminable types of bottles. 

The table glass has no set rule for color parallel to usage. 

Clear glass is very often from drinking glasses. Table glass is 

frequently decorative ware or objects used for special occasions. 

The data table included in Appendix 5 shows the concentrations 

of the artifacts found under each group and subgroup. Careful 

notice should be taken that the table lists figures by number of 

fragments rather than whole articles. 

This season KN-S produced more informative results than last 

season. Approximate dating can be fixed to some of the artifacts; 

however, we must take into consideration what seems to be evidence 

of quite a bit of disturbance in this pit. We found one piece of 

glass easily identified as impression glass. Impression glass 
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was very popular from 1840-1870. This particular piece is opal-

white, a very popular color around 1870. This tells us that this 

piece, found in Level Seven, is probably post-1870. We would as-

sume this already, since we think that the artifacts from Level 

Seven were deposited 	around 1900. A screw-top battle mouth 

was found in Level Eight. Screw-tops were not in general usage 

until 1900. This tells us only that Level Eight is either dis-

turbed or post-1900. There were several pieces of wine bottle 

found in Level Eight. No date could be affixed to these pieces. 

The window pane in the south unit tells us little, since it is 

of varying thicknesses, and contains no tell-tale markings or 

coloring. 

The west unit (KN-W) this year once again yielded the most 

information. The most helpful and important find was the uncover-

ing of a whole bottle. We determined that the bottle is an Amer- 

ican square pickle bottle. 	 This particular bottle 

is machine made of a light blue glass with a screw-top, and is 

dated post-1900, when such manufacturing began. It was deposited 

in a trench probably dating back to the construction of the walk-

way running through the west unit. This tells us that the walkway 

was probably built after 1900. 

In Level Twelve, we recovered a fragment of amber glass (see 

Figure 20(a)). This piece of glass we identified to be from the 

side panel of either a schnapps or bitters bottle. This type of 

bottle was popular around 1870. 

In Level Eleven we found several pieces of identifiable 

glass; but, once again only approximate dates could be assigned 
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to the material. One piece of pressed glass, most likely decora-

tive table ware, was recovered. The pattern looks very similar 

to that known as the frosted circle. No specific date could be 

obtained for this piece. We know only that it is post-1930, when 

pressed glass was first made. One piece of clear leaded glass, 

probably from a tumbler, was found. The fact that the glass is 

leaded tells us that the glass was either expensive or pre-1864. 

After 1864 a cheaper and more efficient way was developed for 

making clear glass, thus leaded glass was more expensive and no 

longer mas produced. We found two other pieces in Level Eleven 

which we were able to identify. One piece was the screw top to 

a bottle, post-1900, and the other was probably a piece of beer 

or mineral water bottle. The lettering on the bottle, thought 

to say "quart", leads us to believe that this piece was from 

around the turn of the century when beer and water were often 

bottled in quantities of pints and quarts. Due to the approxi-

mate nature of all of the dates, very little can be definitely 

concluded. We did notice that dateable glass from Level Eleven 

seems rather recent. This suggests some disturbance within this 

level. 

We were thus able to conclude very little from the informa-
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Invalid dates could be assigned to a level on the basis of a few 

intrusive - but dateable - artifacts. We must also keep in mind 

that the date of manufacture and deposition are likely to be 

several years apart; hence the glass deposits provide terminus ante 

quem dates of more certainty than specific dates for depositional 

episodes. 
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Chapter 6 

METAL ARTIFACTS 

Guillermo Trevino 

As was the case in 1982, the metal recovered from the Kellum 

Noble site during 1983 defied analysis for the most part (see 

Figure 21). All metals were heavily corroded and made orecise 

identification very difficult. The high acidity (pH 4.5 - 7.3) 

of the Houston soil greatly affected the condition of the metals 

(Wheeler 1976). The few non-ferrous artifacts discovered offered 

-little information. 

Only 15% of the nails were identifiable by type, most exam-

ples being too heavily corroded to distinguish between hand forged, 

hand cut (c 1790-1820's on the Gulf Coast) and machine cut nails 

(c. 1820's-I850's on the Gulf Coast). Any nails with a square or 

rectangular cross section were called "square nails". 42.57 of 

the nails identified were "square nails" and most came out of 

Level Nine in the west unit (KN-W). 57.57 were modern wire nails 

(post Civil War on the Gulf Coast) and came mostly from the Level 

Eleven, (LRF 47) in the West unit (KN-W) (McIntosh, ed. 1982:68). 

See Figure 22 and Appendix 7 for nail comparisons by level and 

unit. 

Feature Six (KN-W) contained three long square spikes and 

a "square nail" in a round sandy intrusion in Level Eleven. The 

longest spike is bent at the end, perhaps giving us an idea of 

the thickness of what it was nailed into. The spike itself has 

grooves in it and an unusual head. 
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The highest concentration of nails in the west unit (KN-W) 

were in Levels One, Four, Eight, Nine, and Ten. These levels 

point to the various reconstructions and renovations of the 

house. The scarcity of nails in Level Eleven, the proposed 

level where the original construction of the house took place, 

might seem strange, but in a time when nails were relatively 

scarce few were discarded. Level Eleven had a great deal of 

brick and mortar fragments which would be indicative of original 

construction activities. It is apparently only during restoration 

projects that quantities of nails were deposited. 

In the west unit (KN-W) we found the highest concentration 

of square cut nails in Level Nine and the highest concentration 

of wire nails in Level Eleven. Most of the wire nails, a jumble 

of electrical wire, and two well preserved bottle caps came out 

of Level Eleven (LRF 47). The only uncorroded nail we found came 

from this level and would indicate that the area represented by 

LRF 47 has been disturbed. A bottle cap found in Level Twelve 

would also point to a disturbance of that level. 

In the south unit (KN-S) Level Seven compares favorably to 

Level Seven in the west unit (KN-W) in terms of raw quantities 

of nails (McIntosh ed. 1982:108). Level Eight in the west unit, 

however, contained eight times more nails by weight than Level 

Eight in the south unit. 
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Chapter 7 

BUILDING MATERIAL 

Jana Sanchez and Mark Stuart 

The category of building materials is the group of artifacts 

that gives direct indication of construction and restoration. 

The building materials consist of brick fragments, mortar and 

miscellaneous materials such as tile used for roofing. The 

bricks can be separated into two categories: light and heavy. 

The light weight bricks are old, insufficiently fired, porous 

and low-quality. The heavy bricks are post 1870 (McKee 1973:45-

46 amd McIntosh, ed. 1982:75) well-fired and therefore stronger 

and tend to have a darker coloring. If any heavy bricks are 

found in a level, then that level probably dates to after 1870 

because at this time this brick technology was first employed. 

The light bricks are various shades of reddish yellow with 

Munsell values of 5YR 6/8 to Hue 1OR 5/6. The heavy bricks have 

values of 2.5YR 5/6 to Hue 7.5YR 5/6. The light bricks were 

found in five levels: KN-S Levels Seven and Eight, and KN-W 

Levels Eleven and Twelve. The heavy bricks were found in KN-S 

Levels Seven and Eight only. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that Levels Seven and 

Eight from Unit KN-S date from after 1870 and probably from one 

of the reconstruction episodes because the levels contain both 

recent, heavy brick and the light brick which might have been 

debris from the original house. Because of the massive amount 

of brick that was found at the lowest level in Unit KN-W (laying 
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just above sterile soils, KN-W, Level Eleven), it may be assumed 

that those brick deposits represent activity from the original 

construction. We believe that Kellum made this type of brick in 

his brick yard, so he probably built his house from these bricks 

also. If the above assumptions are correct, then building 

materials can be helpful in confirming relative stratigraphy at 

the Kellum-Noble Site. 
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Chapter 8 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Jana Sanchez 

The artifacts found at the Kellum-Noble Site which do not 

fit well into any other category have been placed into the miscel-

laneous category. Some artifacts like metal or shell buttons are 

made from materials that form existing categories, but they do 

not serve the same purposes as metals or faunal material so they 

have been classified into a residual, miscellaneous category. 

Miscellaneous artifacts can be somewhat helpful in supporting 

chronological hypotheses. These artifacts are additionally help-

ful in defining the activities carried out at the site. 

For example, an abundance of coal and coal waste products 

(clinkers in the lowest levels indicate the use of coal as a 

heating fuel during the earliest period of occupation at the 

site. Level Seven of KN-S yielded material which could be 

remains from the fire and reconstruction in 1955. In this level 

162.8 grains of wood charcoal were found. No coal or coal by-

products were found in the level. The presence of wood charcoal 

might alternately indicate a natural fire or some activity simi- 

- lar to bar-be-cueing outside. Small amounts of sawed wood have 

also been found in KN-S, Level Seven, This 
could be due to reconstruction activities; however this wood 

could have been deposited more recently, given the disturbance in 

— this unit. A couple of unidentifiable plastic objects were addi-

tionally found in Level Seven which would date the level to after 
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the period between World Wars I and II (Encyclopeadia Britannica 

1973:1). 

KN-S Level Eight contained five bottle tops and three of 

these were crown tops which are dated after 1892 (Lewis 1979). 

One small piece of plastic was found which might make the level 

post 1928. 

The only object from Level Nine, KN-W, which could be dated 

is a pull tab. This tab is dated to after 1962 (Lewis 1979). 

It seems likely that this item is intrusive. It looks modern in 

comparison with the other metal artifacts found. A broche and 

a metal button found in the same level are stained and corroded 

but the pull tab is not. However, this judgement is subjective 

and it must be kept in mind that aluminum corrodes much more 

slowly than many other metals. 

The shell button in Level Eleven, KN-W, came into use in 

1837 (Hume 1972) and remained common until 1968. This date does 

not conflict with independent indications that Level Eleven con-

tains debris from the original construction and domestic occupa-

tion of the home. The one problem item recovered from this level 

is a green toy fragment made of plastic. This is, of course, 

another indication of contamination within Level Eleven. The 

plastic comes from Level Record Form 47, which included the area 

through which water pipes were laid at a later time. This could 

be a contamination from the laying of the pipes. In conclusion, 

the miscellaneous artifacts seem to give some indications of 

relative chronology if contamination is taken into account. 

There are, however, so few miscellaneous artifacts that they are 
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less useful for establishing the changing use of areas outside 

the Kellum-Noble House. 

K-NS  

Level 7 - 12 pieces of charcoal 

15 small pieces of charcoal 

2 wood shavings 

1 torn bandage 

3 green rubber objects 

1 small plastic object 

Level 8 - 	5 bottle caps 

1 broken marble 

1 broken locket 

I red plastic object 

K-NW 

Level 9 - 	4 pieces of charcoal 

2 unidentifiable black cylindrical objects 

1 metal spike with bolts on either ends 

1 bent broche 

1 pull tab 

1 small brass band 

1 metal button 

Level 11 - 1 shell button 

15 pieces of coal by-product (clinkers) 

1 possible glass bead 

1 hollow brass cylinder 

2 pieces of coal 

1 ivory object 

1 plastic toy fragment 
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Chapter 9 

FAUNAL ANALYSIS 

Lisa Porterfield and Kristine Vogel 

Faunal analysis, particularly that of animal bones, shows a 

personal side of the culture to which the materials belong. 

Shells contribute to an understanding of the environment in which 

the residents lived while bones contribute to a knowledge of the 

animals within that environment. The analysis of animal bones 

also determine the types of food items eaten by the residents. 

The second season's work at Kellum-Noble unearthed an assortment 

of meat cuts as well as bones from smaller animals. 

A. Methods 

During each day of excavation we collected faunal materials 

according to unit and level. The faunal remains were bagged 

separately from the other artifacts so that they would not be 

broken. The remains fell into two categories--unaltered shell 

and bone. We weighed each category separately, again by unit 

and level. After the preliminary weight analysis, we disregarded 

the shell since it probably said little about the residents of 

the house. This assertion is based on the fact that none was 

recovered in discrete deposits and that shell (used as fill, 

paving, etc.) is ubiquitous at Texas coastal historic sites. 

We made preliminary identifications of the bones using our 

knowledge of the human skeleton and with the aid of the Houston 

Archaeological Society's comparative bone collection. William L. 
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McClure of the Houston Archaeological Society assisted us by 

checking our identifications and identifying those bones that 

we did not recognize. Thus, we positively identified three 

species (70.9% of the bone by weight). The remaining bones were 

not identified due to their fragmentary condition. The unidenti-

fied bone was classified according to size. We adapted a method 

used in the 1982 site report (McIntosh, ed., 1982): SA for small 

animals, birds or mammals (mole, mouse, rat, etc.), MM for medium 

mammal (squirrel, dog, pig, sheep, etc.), LM for large mammal (cow, 

deer, bison, etc.), and MM-LM for bones from either a medium or 

large mammal (when the fragments were indistinguishable). 

We also examined the bones for intentional breakage, knife 

incisions, butchering marks, and burning. Lastly, we looked for 

signs of ossification and pathology where applicable. Most bones 

were too fragmentary to reveal either ossification or pathology. 

B. Number of Species 

We determined the minimum number of individuals at the site 

using our skeletal and zoological knowledge. Based on positive 

identification, three species were represented with a total of 

ten animals (based on stratigraphic position). Bos taurus  

(domestic cow) predominated, accounting for 65.2% of the bones. 

Other species represented were Gallus domesticus (chicken) and 

Sus scrofa (pig). We also had one small fishbone which we were 

unable to identify. It is interesting to note that all of the 

positively identified bones, with the exception of the fishbone, 

were found in the west unit. 22 of the 33 positively identified 
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Level Twelve in KN-W and Eight in KN-S were particularly pro-

ductive of shell. Level Twelve was noteworthy because the shell 

collected from that level was large and unbroken, many pieces 

weighing close to 100 g. This could have been due to the collect-

ing process. If so, it is possible that the concentration of 

shell in that level was so large that it did not seem necessary 

to collect every fragment. However, no other level had as great 

a concentration of unbroken shells. 

E. Conclusion 

Several bones had slash marks on them. These marks were 

probably caused by butchering. The percentage of butchered and 

burned bones was much the same as last season. This year we 

found only three bones that had been burned, and all of them were 

very small. As mentioned earlier, many of the bones had been 

butchered. One interesting feature of ossification was the 

femoral Bos head found in Level Eleven of KN-W. The epiphysis 

on the head had not yet been fused onto the bone, indicating that 

the animal was not a full adult. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the faunal materials 

is the distribution of shell and bone. Bone prevails in KN-W and 

shell in KN-S. This distribution follows a trend found in the 

first season's work, when bone accounted for 53% of the faunal 

materials in KN-W but only 2% in KN-S. This uneven distribution 

of materials is probably due to a difference in usage. KN-W 

could have been a dump for the family trash. Another possibility 

is that meat scraps for the pets were put there. Or, the family 
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bones were butchered. The butchered bones belonged to all three 

of the positively identified species. The butchered bones are 

cross-cut sections of long bones, capulae, ribs, and vertebrae. 

The butchering appears to have been done with a straight saw. 

None of the sawing was done with an electric saw. 

C. Distribution of Species and Classes 

Almost 100% of the positively identified bone came from KN-W, 

Levels Seven, Nine, and Eleven. The fishbone was the only partly 

identifiable bone from KN-S, accounting for less than 0.1% of the 

bones. The fishbone came from Level Eight. 

The MM-LM classification had the greatest amount of unidenti-

fiable bones (22.37). MM had 4.8% while SA had 0.897. Again, 

KN-W was the site of most of these bones. Kn-S had bones from 

only the MM-LM class and the MM class. In both units, the concen-

tration of bone was spread throughout the levels. Only Level 

Twelve in KN-W was devoid of bone. Bone was distributed through-

out the levels of KN-S though shell greatly dominated the faunal 

material there. 

D. Analysis of Shell 

The shell found in both levels was mainly of the oyster type 

(Crassostria sp.). A few clam shells (Rangia sp.) were found, 

but no snail shells. Shell accounted for 82.1% of the faunal ma-

terial (805 fragments, 2713.29g). KN-W contained 162 fragments, 

weighing 1838.54 g, while KN-S contained 643 fragments, weighing 

874.75 g. 
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could have had some type of cooking pit there. Lastly, this area 

could have been just outside the summer kitchen. 

Also interesting is the prevalence of Bos taurus bones among 

the meat cuts. The particular types of cuts indicate that the 

family ate many of the same parts of the cow that we do. The 

relative proportion of pork and chicken bones indicate that the 

family relied heavily on beef for its meat, though it is possible 

that smaller bones did not preserve as well. Also, many of the 

meat cuts were the type used in soup. 

The shell found in both pits was perhaps put there for drain-

age or for walkways. Considering how swampy Houston is, the 

earlier residents needed a substance for their drainage pits and 

walkways that was fairly sturdy and non-porous. Oyster shells, 

common and inexpensive on the rock-poor Gulf Coast,have a long 

history in the region as a paving material. 

Finally, the scarcity of wild animal bones, a trend continued 

from last season, is interesting considering that this year's exca-

vation continued to sterile soil in KN-W. This scarcity seems to 

substantiate the knowledge that the site was used for domestic 

purposes and that the area was somewhat populated. It also pro-

vides an interesting contrast to contemporary rural plantation 

sites, where wild fauna have been demonstrated to provide a minor, 

but significant source of protein (e.g., Otto 1976:306-325). 
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Chapter 10 

METAL DETECTOR SURVEY AT KELLUM-NOBLE: A FEASIBILITY REPORT 

Paige Pool 

In addition to continued excavation in KN-S and KN-W, we were 

interested this season to discover the nature of deposits through-

out the rest of the park in order to plan further excavation. 

Chris Wagner's sampling project in the Longrow area (Chapter 11) 

represents one such preliminary investigation. When Alfred van 

Fossen of Research and Recovery of Houston offered his expertise 

as a metal detector enthusiast to the service of archeology, 

another preliminary study was undertaken: a comprehensive and 

systematic survey of the nature and distribution of metal deposits 

in portions of the park. Because magnetometric survey is a well-

known but seldom utilized approach to pre-excavation analysis, 

our survey would also serve as an experiment in the compatibility 

of metal-detecting techniques and archeology. 

Van Fossen planned to use a particularly sophisticated form 

of metal locator, the Teknetics 9000B VLF discrimination detector. 

Like all VLF units, the Teknetics model operates by transmitting 

energy into the ground. Any metal or mineral present absorbs 

this energy according to its own specific conductivity and trans-

forms it into heat, which is in turn reflected back to the trans-

mitter as a magnetic field. This information is then decoded in 

the control box of the Teknetics 9000B, which contains computer 

chips programmed with the size, shape, density and conductivity 

specifications of known metal objects. Combined with the operator's 
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own knowledge of common objects and his expertise in interpreting 

the unit's sound and meter responses, the VLF detector thus per-

mits quite positive identification of buried lead, brass, copper, 

silver, gold, nickle, iron, and aluminum objects. Anomalous 

materials which do not elicit data corresponding to the specifi-

cations of known objects programmed into the computer the metal 

detector enthusiast habitually excavates (Van Fossen: pers. comm., 

1983). 

We were particularly interested in distribution patterns 

within the long row area which might indicate rubbish heaps, con-

centrated debris from the razing of buildings historically known 

to have stood on the site, or water pipes leading into the founda-

tions of these buildings. Accordingly, we concentrated our survey 

within Wagner's sampling grid in order to test the camplementarity 

of the two survey technologies. Continuous detector readings 

would be taken down lines at one meter intervals within the grid 

and the frequency and nature of metallic deposits mapped. In addi-

tion, we hoped to utilize the detector in fieldwalking the rest 

of the park at one meter intervals using a Brunton compass. 

Our expectations for the survey, however, had to be modified 

almost immediately upon entering the field. For reasons of 

stratigraphy and control, the archeologist cannot randomly exca-

vate all objects which the VLF detector cannot roughly identify, 

and thus our readings are not as specific nor as positive as we 

had hoped they would be. The very richness of metallic deposits 

at the site, however, was a more pervasive difficulty. There 

was simply far more material in the ground, most of it close to 
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the surface, than we had anticipated. Even moving at an uncom-

fortably rapid rate, the timely logistics of locating, identify-

ing, and flagging each 'hit' prevented us from covering as much 

area as we had hoped. Thus, what had begun as a broadly compre-

hensive survey of deposits throughout the park became a narrow 

exploratory investigation concentrated in the vertical component 

of a 10 x 30 meter grid covering the northern half of the long 

row area. 

The magnetometric readings themselves, however, may be quite 

useful in future research. It is important in reading the at-

tached map (Figure 24) to remember that those deposits indicated 

as nail-sized or small pieces of iron or aluminum actually are 

pieces - small, isolated, and generally superficial targets - and, 

as such, virtually nothing can be concluded from their distribu-

tion. The concentrations of iron and aluminum and the presence 

of massive iron (large pieces of pipe, rebar, or possibly car 

parts) may have significant interpretations. Possible concentra-

tions of massive iron are circled on the map, but none form a 

continuous line: no pipelines, therefore, appear to be present 

in the sector. Concentrations of small iron and aluminum, how-

ever, are more telling. The distribution circled in the south-

east corner of the map is particularly exciting. Composed of a 

mixture of iron, nails, aluminum, apparent pot metal, brick and 

concrete, this concentration is located near the building founda-

tion Wagner excavated in TPB and may well represent either a 

domestic trash pile or a concentration of building debris. From 

a metallurgical standpoint, then, excavation in this area is 
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likely to be quite profitable. 

This apparent trash pile, however, could have been easily 

located without systematic survey, which brings us finally to 

some conclusions about magnetometric survey. Metal detectors 

work best with some kind of specific target orientation and are 

not, I believe, suited to this type of survey. Alone, they can 

not tell us the identity of those isolated and wholly uninterpret-

able small pieces of iron and aluminum, nor can they rapidly 

locate significant concentrations of metal through systematic, 

scientific survey methods. In short, although metal detectors 

surveys may be able to tell us quite a lot about the nature and 

location of important deposits, they are not cost-effective given 

the constraints of proper archeological stratigraphy and control. 
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Chapter 11 

SITE TEST SURVEY 

Chris Wagner and Ann Viereck 

Preliminary Investigation  

One of the objectives of the 1983 excavation season at Sam 

Houston Park was to test the park area for possible future excava-

tion sites. Because of the large size of the total park area and 

the limited amount of field time, we chose to confine this site 

test to an investigation into the long row area. The Harris 

County Heritage Society had earlier expressed interest in the 

long row. No one knew much about this area, although the curator 

of the Heritage Society suggested it as the location of the Kellum 

brickyard and tannery (P. Butler: pers. comm., 1982). 

We walked the area and realized that the ground was excep-

tionally flat. We could not ascertain any signs of recent intru-

sion, however. Much of the long row area lies beneath what is 

now the Heritage Society gift shop and its parking lot, which 

limited the area to be tested considerably. Before choosing the 

perimeters of the area we would investigate, we did some prelimi-

nary research, the results of which will follow. 

The easiest source of information to consult was map material. 

We were limited in the amount of time we could devote to historical 

research. Maps could provide the most information in the shortest 

period of time. Unfortunately many maps of early Houston did not 

include structures or did not include the area of Sam Houston Park. 

Three maps, however, proved to be very helpful: the Wood map of 
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1869, and the Sanborn insurance maps of 1907 and 1924 (see 

Figures 25 and 26 ). 

The Wood map of Houston in 1869 shows two small buildings 

on approximately the same area as the long row. But this is a 

plot map, and the orientation of the streets is very different 

from that of today. Consequently it was impossible to guess on 

what part of the long row either of the buildings sat. We did 

notice that most of the Houston brickyards were on the opposite 

side (left bank) of Buffalo Bayou. This information led us to 

wonder whether the Kellum brickyard might have been either closer 

to the bayou on the Kellum plot, or somewhere else in Houston, 

i.e., across the bayou near the other yards. 

The Sanborn insurance maps were extremely helpful. The 

1907 map shows the long row area as having developed a very 

diverse set of structures: eight major buildings and three 

smaller outbuildings. The streets, Lamar, Dallas, and Bagby, 

are oriented in approximately the same way as they are today. 

The map did not clarify the functions of all these buildings. 

Two of these are labelled "Flats"; one, "Le Noir"; and another, 

"Rooms/Boarding". The remainder of the structures were unnamed. 

Of those named, we can only be sure of the nature of the Boarding 

House. The map had a scale on it, and we were able to estimate 

the positions of the structures on the long row area. At least 

six of these are untouchable; five lying under the giftshop and 

one lying under Allen Parkway. We were very interested in in-

vestigating "Le Noir" because of the mysterious appellation. 

The 1907 map gave us some idea of what we should look for. 
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The 1924 Sanborn insurance map of the same area presents quite 

a different picture from that of 1907. It shows only five large 

buildings and one outbuilding. Furthermore the shapes and loca-

tions of the buildings are different from those of the 1907 build-

ings. None of the structures are labelled. The area of the board-

ing house and "Le Noir" is empty. 

The preliminary research assisted us in many ways, especially 

in formulating questions which might be answered by the test sur-

vey. It also made the prospects of a full season in this area 

seem ideal. From an oral source, the curator of the Heritage 

Society, we learned that the long row was an industrial complex 

for the original owners of the Kellum-Noble House. He led us to 

believe there might be remnants of a brick yard and a tannery here. 

Would Kellum have wanted his brick yard in his front yard? The 

long row area is in view of the front of the house, in fact it is 

just across Allen Parkway. Considering the fact that Houstonians 

lived outside of their homes as often as inside, utilizing their 

yards quite heavily discredits this location as supporting of a 

hot, noisy brickyard, or even worse a stinking tannery. The 1869 

map shows two small buildings, both of which are gone by 1907. 

The 1907 map shows an entire complex of buildings most of which 

are gone by 1924. How long had the buildings in the 1907 map 

existed before they were demolished? We have an unfortunate gap 

in the map records; 1869-1907. What was going on here during 

this gap? These were some of the questions we were asking as we 

began our test. 
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Methodology  

The goal of this project was to extract the most archaeological 

information on the long row area as possible in the short amount 

of time available for excavation. We isolated a rectangular area 

bordered on the NE by Allen Parkway, on the NW by a sidewalk, on 

the SE by Bagby Street, and on the SW by the giftshop (see Figure 

We chose for convenience to align the grid to the streets 

and sidewalk rather than to true north. We measured off a grid 

of forty-two five-by-five meter squares. They were numbered 

from one to forty-two, and we took a sample of five of these from 

a random number table reference. In each of these five-by-five 

meter areas, we chose a fifty-by-fifty cm. test point. That test 

point was the (false) NW corner of the grid square. In those 

grid squares that did not have a complete five-by-five meter area, 

we chose the point closest to that which would have been (false) 

NW. 

The pits were dug with a shovel. All of the earth was 

screened through a quarter inch mesh hardward cloth. In many 

cases the soil was too heavy to pass through the screen; in 

these instances screening was not employed, and the fill was 

inspected for artifacts by hand. Because following the natural 

stratigraphy would be such a slow process, we designated arbitrary 

twenty cm. vertical levels. While this procedure cost us a con- 

siderable amount of data, a survey using natural levels would have 

been difficult with our time constraints. Measurements were taken 

from surface level; Munsell values and Ahn soil texture test were 
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not done because of the myriad of values obtainable in each level. 

Gross differences in soil character were noted on the Level Record 

Forms. We closed out the pits when we noticed a lack of cultural 

remains, generally between fifty and sixty cm., or when we reached 

water level, which was very high after rains. One pit had to be 

closed because of the danger it presented to patrons of the Houstron 

Festival. 

In addition to these five arbitrary pits, we sank two pits on 

the (false) west side of the grid area. These are shown on the map 

and are labelled TPA and TPB. The initial purpose of these two 

pits was to determine a good location to open a three-by-three 

meter excavation unit (never opened). The pits lay near what we 

expected to be the back doors of both the boarding house and Le 

Noir. We have included these two judgementally sited pits in our 

sample in order to increase our sample size from 12% to 17%. Orig-

inally the sample was to have been larger, but frequent rain and 

the conflicting Houston Festival eliminated much of our field time. 

TPA and TPB were excavated in the same manner as the five randomly 

sited pits. 

Analysis of Data (see Appendix 10)  

The analysis of this test survey will cover two areas: material 

artifacts and soil type. We will compare these features among the 

various test points. In this way we may attempt to reconstruct the 

type and history of the structures which were present on the long 

row. It is also from this analysis that we will predict good areas 

for further, more intensive investigation. 
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Level One (0-20 cm.)  

The test points clustered on the eastern half of the grid 

area, N2W1, S2W1, and SIWO, contain an abundance of shell fill 

with some metal and glass fragments scattered throughout. These 

test points displayed some building refuse, characterized mainly 

by crumbled brick. The presence of brick rubble in the eastern 

part of the grid fits well with the brick scatter that covers the 

entire area. The question is, "Are we seeing the remains of 

Kellum's brickyard, or the remains of razed buildings?" 

The test points which fall on the western half of the grid, 

TPA,-TPB, and SOWS, exhibit large quantities of brick rubble and 

cobblestone. The cobblestone running through these spatially 

related test points at about seventeen cm. below surface suggests 

that there may have been a walkway in this area. Probing to the 

west of the grid showed a definite solid layer extending well 

across the sidewalk which serves as the SW edge of the test area. 

This may be an extention of the cobblestone walkway. Shell fill 

appears on this side of the grid much less frequently. 

Level One soils are fairly uniform between the test points. 

The top soil is sandy and the subsequent layers are heavier sand 

or loamy clay. The brick rubble and cobblestone generally occurred 

in the loamy clay sublevels. Shell occurred in hard packed clay 

near the bottom of the level. 

Unfortunately the artifact bag for N1W5 Level One was mis-

placed in the transfer from the field to the lab. However, be-

cause of the uniformity of the test points on the western side 

of the grid, we can predict the nature of the artifacts we would 
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have found. Furthermore because of its proximity to the street, 

we can assume that the artifact count was quite low, like that 

of N2W1. The soil along the axis between N1W5 and N2W1 is sandy 

at the surface gradually becoming hard packed clay with shell at 

a depth of about twelve cm. Above this the level would probably 

contain building rubble. Without the actual artifacts, however, 

we will never be able to correct possible errors. 

Level Two (20-40 cm.)  

Level Two is also characterized by the east/west division 

of Level One; that is TPA, TPB, N1W5, and SOWS are very similar 

in their contents, as are N2W1, SOW1, and S2141. The western 

side of the grid shows large deposits of building rubble: brick, 

mortar, nails, and other metal. The high metal content also 

explains the rust deposits in the soil. The cobblestone of Level 

One has vanished, and shell fragments are diminishing in number. 

The soil at Level Two on the west is primarily grey mottled 

clay which becomes increasingly hard packed with depth. There 

is also some yellow clay mottling. Habitation remains, glass, 

ceramics, bone, etc., are scarce in this level perhaps because 

of the proximity from what would have been the back of the 

building. Several meters to the NW across the sidewalk, we would 

be more likely to find refuse of the inhabitants of the boarding 

house or Le Noir. 

The eastern sector of the grid contains more heavy oyster 

shell fill. Beneath this we find a wide spectrum of artifacts: 

ceramics, glass, and metals. The three sample points of this 
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sector are situated approximately along the side of Le Noir, 

where perhaps there was more refuse scattered. 

The soil of the second level on the eastern side of the 

grid is dark sand on top of a layer of clay around the concen-

tration of shell. This is intermixed with charcoal and rust de-

posits. Lower in the level we reach a dark clayey loam. 

Level Three (40-60 am.)  

The east/west dichotomy continues through Level Three. The 

soil becomes free of artifacts, what we considered sterile, at 

about fifty-seven cm. is the eastern sector. No shell appears 

in this level, nor does any brick. The soil is dark grey to black 

loamy clay. 

The western sector yields abundant brick and mortar, but 

little else. This heavy concentration of brick and mortar in 

addition to the discovery of the corner of a foundation at 54 cm. 

below surface in TPA, supports the hypothesis that the artifacts 

are rubble from the razing of the 1907 structures. The founda-

tion could, however, also indicate one of the buildings of the 

Kellum brickyard, this being further supported by the large 

amount of brick rubble present. The foundation extends outside 

of the boundaries of the test point for several meters (this was 

ascertained with a probe). The level also continued to yield 

glass and metal artifacts. We had not reached sterile levels when 

we closed this sample point, but because of the difficulty in 

excavating around the foundation in such a small area, we were 

forced to close. We reached sterile soil in N1W5 and SOWS at 
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50 cm. below surface, suggesting that the deposits and foundation 

were near to being the earliest on the site. Soil was dark brown 

clay with charcoal and rust deposits. 

Presentation of the Artifacts  

The artifactual record of the test points shows considerable 

unity across the test grid; the record also corresponds to the 

material recovered from KN-W and KN-S. 

The ceramic assemblage includes whiteware and ironstone. 

Potter's marks did not appear on the pieces because of their 

fragmentary nature. The assemblage includes a ceramic wire 

casing and yellow ware, some with impressions. The most remark-

able feature of the ceramic collection is the frequency of redware. 

Redware appears at nearly every level. This redware is most prob-

ably flowerpot or other utilitarian vessel. Some of the pieces 

are highly decorated: leaf pattern, wavy line pattern, glazed. 

Perhaps the buildings on the site had gardens, windowboxes, or 

patios. We could not set any terminal dates on these pieces. 

The glass remains found are also quite fragmentary. The 

majority of the glass is windowpane. The glass in the deeper 

levels is thicker, and that in the early levels is thinner, as 

we would expect. Some of the glass appears to have come from 

car windshield--this is thicker than the typical windowpane and 

has a blue-green tint. There is one piece of manganese glass 

which appears in Level Two. Manganese glass has not been made 

since about 1917. While this does not date the level, it does 

give us some indication that we are dealing with the late 
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nineteenth or early twentieth century. There are several pieces 

of dark green glass representing wine bottles. Some of the frag-

ments are bubbled indicating that they are older. The rest of 

the pieces are very small, eluding any firm identification. 

Glass is present across the entire area and in every level. 

Bone is present in small quantities and generally represents 

cuts of meat. A full analysis of the faunal material, however, 

has not been done. 

The majority of iron artifacts are machine cut or wire nails. 

Most of these are substantially corroded, but the type of nail 

is usually determinable by viewing the cross section. The high 

frequency of machine cut or square cut nails suggests we are re-

trieving the remnants of the structure documented to be present 

at the turn of the century. Aside from nails, the assemblage of 

metal artifacts includes: a large, iron ball (approximately 

1 inch in diameter); a copper drawer pull; a shoe grommet; and 

various unidentifiable pieces. 

The building refuse on the test site is composed of brick 

and mortar. As previously noted, a substantial portion of the 

artifacts collected along the western boundary of the grid area 

consists of brick and mortar. Cobblestone also appears frequently 

in this area. The brick is generally very soft and orange or 

dark reddish-brown in color. The brick scatter occurs at each 

sample point in Levels One and Two. Does this support the brick-

yard hypothesis, or is it building rubble? Some pink-black granite 

occurs in the western oriented points. These may have been the 

remains of an in situ sculpting of the Confederate monument located 
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behind the giftshop. 

Both charcoal and coal clinkers appear at most of the sample 

points. The coal may have been used in heating the buildings on 

the long row, or it may have been used in heating brick kilns, 

if this is the site of the Kellum brickyard. If the coal was 

used to heat the long row buildings, the buildings would date well 

into the latter nineteenth century. While coal appears in many 

pieces, it does not appear in quantity. 

Finally, the shell fill that occurs across the eastern side 

of the grid is all that remains of what was once a shell fill 

parking lot. This lot covered a considerable amount of the grid 

area. The clay is packed down beneath the shell layers because 

of the weight of the cars that parked there. This lot was present 

in the early 1970's, and it explains the flatness of the grid 

area. 

Conclusions  

The artifact assemblage of the sample survey is very frag-

mented and general. There are no truly datable pieces, nor are 

there any truly interesting pieces. There is, however, a high 

concentration of artifacts at the western side of the grid. The 

eastern portion is not as productive, possibly because of intru-

sions made in expanding the streets and laying down the parking 

lot. It is unfortunate that the random sample did not include 

any points in the center of our grid area. An investigation of 

this area would certainly be a requirement of any further test-

ing. 
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As was mentioned earlier, the area to the west, across the 

sidewalk might be the best location for more intense investiga-

tion. We may be too close to the structures to find a good scat-

ter representation. The test points on the west side of the grid 

are heavy in both artifacts and features. It might be advisable 

in the future to expand one of these test points in order to obtain 

a better view of what was happening in this area. 

We have neither proven nor disproven the hypothesis that 

there may have been a brickyard on this site. If it is true that 

there was a brickyard here the evidence of it must be below what 

clearly represents building rubble of the early 1900's. Our ques-

tion, "What is the function of the 1907 buildings?" remains un-

answered; the data is not specific enough to determine this. The 

only evidence we have is of their destruction. More intense test-

ing or some larger excavations will have to be done to unravel 

the mystery of "Le Noir" and the long row. 

Critique of Proposed Methodology  

When this project was originally proposed, we were to attempt 

to use the site testing methodology developed by Moir for his 

analysis of sheet refuse at historical sites (Moir, 1982a). This 

methodology, while it may be quite efficient for the type of re-

search Moir does, was not appropriate for the type of investiga-

tion we wanted to perform. Consequently we were forced to modify 

his technique to best serve our goals for this project. 

The basic technique suggested includes the use of a syste-

matic five meter grid system, the use of fifty-by-fifty cm. test 
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methodology, while it may be quite efficient for the type of re-

search Moir does, was not appropriate for the type of investiga-

tion we wanted to perform. Consequently we were forced to modify 

his technique to best serve our goals for this project. 

The basic technique suggested includes the use of a syste-

matic five meter grid system, the use of fifty-by-fifty cm. test 
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points, the avoidance of features, the absence of vertical con-

trol, and the use of large equipment (i.e., rototiller) where 

possible (Moir, 1982b:14-15). Generally he relied on standing 

buildings to orient his test points, but in tests of areas with-

out standing buildings the same accuracy as in tests with the 

buildings resulted. There is a final parameter which calls for 

the enlargement or diminution of the grid system as needed to 

increase the data collected (Moir, 1982a:140). 

We followed this methodology to a certain degree as is ob-

vious by the methodology section of this report. Our interests, 

however, went beyond analysis of artifact scatter patterning. 

We were interested in features that appeared. We wanted to know 

what was happening within a test area. Our questions of the long 

row area were more diverse than the questions for which the above 

methodology was developed to answer. We also chose to use a 

statistically valid simple random sample of the area, rather than 

choosing the test points ourselves, especially since we lacked 

structures with which to orient our sample. 

The five meter grid system worked quite well, as did the use 

of arbitrary levels for vertical control. We did not, however, 

want to completely suspend stratigraphy, for it was possible that 

the test area might represent more than one occupation (in this 

case the 1907 structures over the Kellum industrial area). 

Arbitrary twenty centimeter levels therefore represented a compro-

mise. Following the natural stratigraphy would have been entirely 

too time consuming. 

The fifty-by-fifty centimeter test points were not quite as 
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successful as the grid. After reaching a depth of about 30 cm., 

it becomes exceedingly difficult to excavate either by shovel or 

trowel. Consequently we were forced to stop excavation earlier 

than may have been desirable, especially if we have any reason 

to suspect there might be a level of seemingly sterile soil be-

tween the building rubble of the early 1900's and the suggested 

brickyard of the 1800's. For future excavations we would recom-

mend the use of one meter square sample points. 

The idea of expansion or reduction of the grid for further 

investigation is a good one. Unfortunately we did not have time 

to do this, in fact we had to decrease our sample size because 

of time constraints. On a multiple structure site, such as the 

long row, however, it might be equally useful to increase the 

sample size across the already present five meter grid system, 

providing information about more structures rather than more 

information on a particular structure. Increased information on 

an individual structure site would be obtainable by the placement 

of a three-by-three meter pit at a later time. After all, this 

is the long range goal of the test survey: to locate spots for 

more intensive investigation in the form of larger units. 

Our laboratory technique and analysis of data also did not 

follow that proposed by Moir. The use of "temporal diagnostics" 

was not applicable to our sample, for we only had one piece that 

qualified, the manganese decolorized glass. The concentration 

of artifacts was quite clear without the use of Symaps and is 

discussed in the analysis section of this report. 

Overall, the technique suggested was not applicable to our 
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project. The core of interest of the two project types differed 

too greatly. We also were working under much more stringent time 

restraints. Our goal was to extract the most amount of informa-

tion about the long row area in a small amount of time, especially 

since the Harris County Heritage Society is planning an addition 

to its giftshop. This expansion will cause some disturbance and 

some loss of the archaeological record of this area. We were 

testing specific questions about the test area, while Moir's 

design is to test more generalized questions concerning the nature 

of artifact scatter. Using his methodology as a guide, however, 

we were able to create a methodology of our own which worked quite 

well under the circumstances. 
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Chapter 12 

INTERPRETATION 

Mike Nicolls and Aniko Kiraly 

Work proceeded much more slowly this year than last - an 

average of only 0.100 meter was excavated in KN-W versus 0.350 

meter last season - and yet we learned much. Despite all-too-

frequent rain, a tremendous layer of brick fragments in KN-W that 

slowed work considerably, and the ever-present roots and other 

disturbances in KN-S, much more can be said this year than last 

concerning both absolute chronologies and correlations between 

the two units. A summary of both last year's and this year's 

levels can be found in Chapter Three (Stratigraphy); therefore, 

this summary will attempt to establish the overall time span thus 

far covered. The stratigraphic sequence upon which the interpre-

tations are based is the following (from most recent to most ancient 

and with chronological correlations between the units indicated): 

KN-W 	 KN-S 

Level 1 	 Level 1 

Levels 6, 12, Feature 5 	 Level 3 

Waterpipes, Feature 4 	 Level 4 

Levels 2, 3, 4 	 Levels 2, 5, 6 

Level 5, Features 1, 2, 3 	 Levels 7, 8 

Levels 7, 8, 9 

Level 10, Feature 6 

Level 11 
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recent intrusion. Given the facts that by far the most amount 

of original brick came from Level Elevan and that sterile soil 

was reached at its base, we can be reasonably confident of the 

date assigned for this level. 

Above Level Eleven in the northern third of the pit we en-

countered a rather strange feature probably dating to sometime 

between the first construction of the house and the turn of the 

century, as it was in between Levels Nine and Eleven. Feature 

Six consisted of an almost perfectly circular pit of nearly pure 

sand apparently dug into the sterile soil below Level Eleven. 

Overlying the top of Feature Six, Level Ten consisted of a lense 

of sand not quite as pure, as the Feature Six matrix, as if a hole 

had been dug, filled with sand, then the extra sand strewn around 

the hole. Within the feature itself we discovered large metal 

spikes (probably some sort of builder's material), and a large 

nail. In Level Ten around the feature no brick was found, al-

though small amounts of nails, glass, and ceramics were uncovered 

which were probably from Levels Nine and Eleven above and below. 

Possibly Level Ten was a fill around the brick rubble in the NE 

and central parts of KN-W. 

Level Nine appears to be a transitional level between the 

first construction of the house in 1847 and the reconstruction 

in 1955 - possibly Level Nine can be dated to the turn of the 

century changes done to the house in preparation for the city 

zoo, etc. Many artifacts were again found, as in Level Eleven, 

the difference being that the artifacts assign a younger age to 

the level. A piece of yellowware, for example, dates to the early 
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Unit KN-W 

Last season's report ()McIntosh, ed., 1982:90-93) tentatively 

identified three major stratigraphic phases; this year a fourth 

was uncovered: 1) a most recent phase of lawnpreparation and 

other intrustions; 2) a phase belonging to the reconstruction of 

1955; 3) a transition from private to public property at about 

the turn of the century; and 4) an oldest phase from the construc-

tion of the house in the mid-nineteenth century through the end 

of its tenure as a private residence. 

Excavation rendered sterile soil at the bottom of Level Eleven, 

the oldest level in KN-W. Deeper, but far more recent, was the 

intruding trench, designated Level Twelve, in the SW corner. Before 

reaching sterile, however, numerous artifacts were uncovered. In 

nearly every category the highest concentration of artifacts oc-

curred in Level Eleven, and most corroborated our view that this 

was indeed the original construction and occupation level of the 

house. Thus we have almost 8,000 grams of the older, lighter, 

hand-made brick used to construct the house in Level Eleven, as 

well as various ceramic types dating the level to between 1810 

and 1870. Unfortunately, there were some questions as to mixing 

in this level, which is understandable given the fact that two 

major disturbances bound the level: the pipes' trenches to the 

east and the deep pit and trench (Levels Six, Twelve) to the west 

(Figure 15). Four pieces of a hexagonal floor tile of the same 

type found 0.200 meter higher in KN-S were unearthed, as were 

numerous wire nails. These, however, were generally found in 

close proximity to one another and may represent an unrecognized 
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twentieth century, as does the presence of the newer, darker, 

heavier brick. Chronologically, no major levels more recent than 

these were found during the 1983 season, except for some very re-

cent intrusions discussed below. In 1982, above Level Nine were 

Levels Seven and Eight also dating to just after the turn of the 

century, Level Five with Features One, Two, and Three (the walk-

way), and Levels Two, Three, and Four dating to the 1955 recon-

struction of the house. 

Lastly, two intrusive elements were discovered that, as we 

were to discover, had been just beginning to emerge in the de-

posits last year, although we had not of course realized their 

significance at the time. Level Twelve correlates well with 

last season's Level Six as the large intrusive trench in the SW 

corner of KN-W. Still visible on the ground today as a shallow 

line extending south from the pit, this feature has probably 

served as a runoff channel at various times. The soil within it 

is quite disturbed and clayey and many more recent artifacts were 

recovered from within it. Its eastern edge parallels the house, 

although another line perpendicular to that (see Figures 12 and 

17 ) extends into the west balk and lends credence to the theory 

that perhaps this "trench" was in fact the corner of a foundation 

to some sort of structure, and the depressed area leading away 

from it where runoff from the roof ran. Also interesting is the 

discovery of an almost intact blue pickle bottle (post-1900) 

0.550 meter below the point of origin - quite a bit below the level 

of sterile soil in undisturbed portions of the unit. Three rusted 

iron pipes were also discovered running from the north to east 
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balks and paralleling the house. The plan of Level Five in the 

1982 report (McIntosh, ed., 1982:36) shows a disturbance in the 

walkway at the very point where the pipes cross, leading to the 

conclusion that they are a rather recent feature, and certainly 

date to well after the residency phase of Kellum-Noble occupa-

tion. A still intact two by four board and sheet plastic under-

neath one of the pipes also points to their recent burial. 

Unit KN-S  

Unfortunately, not much more can be said about this unit 

than was said last year. Continued disturbance and heavy rain 

which drains into this unit (as it sits on low ground) again 

slowed work. Only approximately 0.050 meter was excavated as 

compared with 0.175 meter last season. Most days were spent in 

trying to scrape off the mud in order to distinguish just what 

was showing up underneath. Level Seven was designated first and 

appeared much the same as last year's closing Level Five. Few 

artifacts were found as compared to the amounts occurring in KN-W. 

although there were significantly more in Level Eight than Level 

Seven. Impressed glass, plastic, and heavier brick all date both 

Levels Seven and Eight to the mid-twentieth century, which agrees 

with last season's speculations on the date for Level Five. Level 

Eight was arbitrarily defined on the third day of excavation once 

the top layer had been removed and the trenchlike disturbance 

visible last year could again be seen. Unfortunately, time con-

straints and rain kept this feature from being properly excavatd 

(or even seen). This feature leads towards the sprinkler system 
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uncovered last year and we presume that more water pipes lie fur-

ther down, again paralleling the house as does the trench. 

Overall, then, this year's excavations in KN-S probably 

reached the early to mid-twentieth century, and those in KN-W ap-

proximately 100 years earlier. Very few correlations between the 

two units can therefore be made; nevertheless, a few tentative 

ones will be proposed. The topsoil and underlying sandy area in 

both are of course identified. The trenches and pipes in both 

units are probably all part of the same rather recent sprinkler 

system. Also, the weathered granite of KN-S Levels Five and Six 

last year as well as that just coming up the the end of the season 

in Level Eight this year look very much like that of the walkway 

in Unit KN-W. Perhaps there was a network of walkways around the 

house leading to and from various outbuildings, or perhaps they 

existed at different times and for different purposes. If the 

corner-like feature in KN-W Level Twelve is indeed a foundation, 

then the walkway led directly to it. Finally, the layer of 

ground uncovered in the NW corner of KN-S Level Eight paralleling 

the house is probably identical to Feature Four in KN-W - a drip 

line from the house or some other similar foundation feature. 
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Appendix 1 

PEDOLOGY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SEDIMENTS (1983) 

Ahn Muncell 
Pit Level Texture Value 

W 1 Loam 5Y3/2 

W 2 Loamy sand 7.5YR 4/2 

W 3 Loamy sand 7.5YR 3/2 

W 4 Loamy sand 10YR 3/2 with clay at 
2.5YR 4/4 

W 5 Loamy sand, 10YR 3/2 and 
10YR 5/8 decomposed gravel 

W 6 Light clay 10YR 4/2 

W 7 Loamy sand 5YR 4/1 

W 8 Loamy sand 10YR 4/3 

W 9 Light clay 5YR 3/1 

W 10 Loamy sand, 10YR 7/3 
norther 1/3 of pit 

W 11 Clay 10YR 3/2 

W 12 Clay 2.5YR 3/2 

Feature 1 Loamy sand 5YR 3/2 

Feature 4 Pea gravel 

Feature 5 Loamy sand with 
layer of charcoal 

5YR 6/4 

Feature 6 Sand 10YR 5/3 

S 1 Loamy sand Center 10YR 3/2- 3 
Northwest 10YR 5/3-4 

S 2 Loamy sand (SE) 10YR 8/3 
Light loam (NW) 10YR 2/3 

S 3 Loamy sand 10YR 8/3 

S 4 Heavy loam 10YR 3/2 with clay at 
10YR 3/1 

S 5 Light loam 10YR 3/2 

S 6 Light loam 10YR 3/2 

S 7 Light clay 5YR 3/2 

S 8 Light Clay (yellow) 
with clay and 
granite 

5YR 4/2 
7.5YR 7/4 
10YR 5/8 
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Appendix 2 

LEVEL RECORD AND FORM INDEX 

1982 	 1983 
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LRF UNIT AND LEVEL 

1 W 1 
2 S 1 
3 W 1 
4 S 1 
5 W 2 
6 W 3 
7 W 4 
8 S 2 
9 S 3 
10 W 4 
11 S 2 
12 W 4 
13 S 2 
14 S 4 
15 W 5 
16 W 6 
17 S 5 
18 W 7 
19 W 8 
20 S 5 
21 S 6 
22 W 8 

LRF UNIT AND LEVEL 

26 W 9 
27 S 7 
28 TPA 1 
29 TPB 1 
30 W 9 
31 S 7 
32 TPA 2 
33 TPB 1 
34 W 10 
35 W 11 
36 W 11 
37 S 7 
38 TPA 3 
39 S 8 
40 TPA 4 
41 W 11 
42 S 8 
43 S0W5 1 

44 S0W5 2 

45 W 11 
46 W 12 
47 W 11 
48 W 12 
49 S 8 
50 S0W5 2 

51 S0W5 3 

52 S1W0 1 

53 S1W0 2 

54 S 8 
55 N1W5 1 

56 N1W5 2 

57 N1W5 2 

58 N1W5 3 

59 N2W1 
1 

60 N2W2 2 

61 S2W1 
1 

62 S2W1 2 

63 S2W1 3 
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19 W 8 
20 S 5 
21 S 6 
22 W 8 

LRF UNIT AND LEVEL 

26 W 9 
27 S 7 
28 TPA 1 
29 TPB 1 
30 W 9 
31 S 7 
32 TPA 2 
33 TPB 1 
34 W 10 
35 W 11 
36 W 11 
37 S 7 
38 TPA 3 
39 S 8 
40 TPA 4 
41 W 11 
42 S 8 
43 S0W5 1 

44 S0W5 2 

45 W 11 
46 W 12 
47 W 11 
48 W 12 
49 S 8 
50 S0W5 2 

51 S0W5 3 

52 S1W0 1 

53 S1W0 2 

54 S 8 
55 N1W5 1 

56 N1W5 2 

57 N1W5 2 

58 N1W5 3 

59 N2W1 
1 

60 N2W2 2 

61 S2W1 
1 

62 S2W1 2 

63 S2W1 3 



Appendix 3 

LEVEL INFORMATION TABLE 

Level 

Measurements 
NW 

(C) Center 
SW 

Top 

(in meters) 
NE 

(0) Other 
SE 
Bottom Ahn* Munsell** 

Section of 
Unit*** 

KN-W 

9 x
0.320 	x0.305 x0.370 	x0.355 Eastern three- 

x
0.350 x0.380 Light clay 5YR 3/1 fourths of unit 

X0.340 	x0.325 x
0.380 	

x
0.330 

10 x
0.370 	

x
0.355 

x
0.405 	x0.385 Northern third x0.375 x

0.425 Loamy sand 10YR 7/3 of unit 

11 x0.405 	x0.885 x0.450 	x0.390 
x0.380 x0.440 Clay 10YR 3/2 Entire unit 

x0.380 	x0.330 x0.415 	x0.400 

12 __ 	__ __ 	__ 
Along western x0.440 x0.460 Clay 2.5YR 3/2 fourth of unit 

x0.415 	-- 
x
0.465 	-- . 

0 
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LEVEL INFORMATION TABLE (Continued) 

Level 

Measurements (in meters) 
NW 	 NE 
(C) Center (0) Other 
SW 	 SE 

Top 	 Bottom Ahn* Munsell** 
Section of 
Unit*** 

KN-S 

7 	
x
0.180 x0.180 

x0.175 

x0.185 x0.200 

x
0.210 x0.225 

X0.200 

x0.190 x0.210 

Light clay 5YR 3/2 
Entire unit, 
except KN-Sa 

8 x0.210 x0.225 

x0.200 

x0.190 x0.210 

X0.280 
x
0.225 Light yel- 	5YR 4/2 

low clay 
x0.265 	with some 	7.5YR 7/4 

clay and x
0.235 

x
0.235 	granite 	10YR 5/8 

Entire unit, 
except KN-Sa 

Feature 6 	.400 	 .440 
	

Sand 	10YR 5/3 
	

Northwest 
corner of unit 

See Ahn test description, Chapter 
** See Munsell color values 
*** See Figure drawings of levels, Chapter 
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Appendix 4 

CERAMIC TYPES CORRELATED BY LEVELS 

Ironstone 
	

Porcelain 
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Level # 
A _ 

KN-W 

9 3 '5 1 - - 1 57 4 1 6 2 2 5 - 87 

10 - 1 - - - - 7 2 1 2 - - 2 - - 15 

11 - 2 1 1 1 - 38 6 2 1 1 - 7 4 1 65 

12 - 1 - - - - 2 2 - 2 - - - - - 7 

KN-S 

7 - - 2 - - 7 

8 - - 3 19 - 37 

Totals 5 13 2 1 1 1 113 17 4 13 3 2 19 23 1 218 

i 
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Appendix 5 

GLASS 

Level # 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Site KN-S KN-S KN-W KN-W KN-W KN-W 

Windowpane 4 17 26 10 29 2 

Table glass 7 7 4 3 1 

clear 

white 

pink 

lt. 	blue 

green 

brown 

6 

1 

4 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

1 

1 

Bottle glass 106 228 16 6 145 12 

clear 

white 

lt. green 

brt. green 

drk. green 

brown 

brt. blue 

lt. blue 

85 

1 

10 

1 

8 

1 

198 

2 

8 

6 

11 

3 

13 

3 

5 

1 

122 

2 

3 

14 

1 

3 

5 

1 

3 

2 

1* 

Miscellaneous 2 1 29 

clear 

lt. green 

brt. green 

2 1 19 

8 

2 

Total 119 252 48 17 207 15 

655 pieces of glass found total 

369 South pit 

286 West pit 

108 

* Whole bottle 
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Appendix 6 

METAL RAW DATA 

  

109 

Total 
Unit/ Total Nail 	Sq. 	Wire Other 
Level Nails Weight 	Nails. Nails Nails Iron Non-Iron 

 

W/L9 	105 	533 g 	15 	2 	88 	9; 2 buckles 
1 window 

sash 
canter-
weight 

20 unidenti-
fied 

1 bottle cap 

1 brass 
ring 

1 button 
(uniden-
tified) 

W/L10 	70 	428.34 g 6 	3 	61 	1 buckle; 41 
unidenti-
fied; 
# plated 
metal con-
centration 
20 uniden-
tified 

0 

W/L11 	51 	264.96 g 	5 	13 	25 	1 bottle cap 1 bunch of 
Feature 6 	electri- 

1 buckle; 	cal wire 
1 lynch pin; 
30 unidenti-

fied 

W/L12 	20 	86.12 g 
	

0 	20 	1 bottle cap 	0 
9 unidenti-
fied 

Feature 3 spikes weight (283.27 g) and one long square nail were 
Six 	discovered in a sandy patch in Level 11 varying in length 

from 13.5 cm. to 11.6 cm. length 13.5 cm. to the bend in 
spike with an additional 3.5 cm. at a right angle to it, 
12.2 cm., and 6 cm. The square nail. measured 11.6 cm. 

S/L7 	20 	101.16 g 	0 	4 	16 	1 piece cast 	1 small 
iron pipe; 	lead 

1 screw; 1 	plate 
piece wire; 

10 unidentified 

S/L8 	20 	197.92 g 	2 	1 
	

17 	1 "U" shaped 
tack 

13 unidentified 
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Appendix 7 

NAIL ANALYSIS 

Unit/Level 
% 

Square 
# 

Square 
% 
Wire 

# 
Wire 

Identifiable 

# 	% 
# 

Nails 

W/L9 14 15 2 2 17 16 105 

W/L10 8.6 6 4.3 3 9 13. 70 

W/L11 9.8 5 25 13 18 35 51 

W/L12 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 

S/L7 0 0 .2 4 4 .2 20 

S/L8 1 2 .05 1 3 .15 20 
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Appendix 8 

BUILDING MATERIAL 

Brick 	 Mortar 	Miscellaneous  

Unit # Weight 	Light 	Heavy # Weight # Description Weight 

SL7 59 720g 	414.3g 305.7g 16 502.9g 

SL8 43 1491g 	825.7g 436.7g 15 822.6g 

TATL9 68 814.3g 814.3g 	 11 200g 

WL11 74 7901g 	7901.7g 	 17 407.7g 3 roofing tile I65.7g 

WL12 4 214.3g 214.3g ..._ 3 25.7g 

111 
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Appendix 9 

ECONOMIC DATA 

Notes: 

Species identified: Bos taurus - cow 

Gallus domestica - chicken 

Sus scrofa - pig 

Abbreviations: 

N - total number 

b - number with butcher marks 

SA - small animal, bitd or mammal 

MM - medium mammal 

LM - large mammal 

MM-LM - medium/large mammal (indistinguishable) 

Saws used NOT electric 

soup bones 

3 burned bones, small frag. 

Total Bone (KN-W + KN-S) = 589.9g 

Total Shell (KN-W + KN-S) = 2713.29g 

Total Faunal (KN-W + KN-S) = 3303.19g 
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FAUNAL REMAINS - KN-W 

Level LRF 	 Number of elements and description 	Weight 

9 	W26 	1 phalanx, Gallus domestica 	 0.35g 

1 tibiotarsus fragment, burned, from 
crow-sized bird 	 0.55g 

2 coracoids, Gallus domestica (2 indiv.) 	4.07g 

1 humerus frag., young Gallus domestica 	2.14g 

4 long bone shafts (frag.), SA 	 2.29g 

4 scapula frag., sawed, Bos taros 	 27.03g 

1 limb bone frag., sawed, Bos 	 22.57g 

1 neural spine thoracic vertebra, with 
hack marks, Bos 	 7.17g 

I neural spine thoracic vertebra, Bos 	 7.60 

14 bone frag., MM-LM 	 19.65g 

51 oyster shell frag. 	 145.95g 

Total 81 	 249.37g  

% by weight bone - 41.5; 	% by weight shell - 58.5 

W30 	2 scapula frag., sawed, Bos 	 41.55g 

1 tarsal bone frag., Bos 	 14.65g 

I vertebral spine frag., Bos 	 4.8 g 

1 limb bone shaft frag., SA 	 0.65g 

2 rib frag., MM 	 4.56g 

12 bone frag., MM-LM 	 23.89g 

25 oyster shell frag. 	 136.25g 

Total 44 	 226.35,g  

7 by weight bone - 39.8; 	7 by weight shell - 60.2 
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1 14 

Level LRF 	Number of elements and description 	Weight 

10 	W34 	2 limb bone shaft frag., SA 	 0.77g 

7 bone frag., MM-LM (1 burned) 	 9.16g 

2 vertebral frag., MM 	 8.45g 

6 oyster shell frag. 	 139.96g 

Total 17 	 158.34g  

% by weight bone - 11.6; 	% by weight shell - 88.4 

11 	W35 	1 limb bone shaft frag., SA 	 1.53g 

5 limb bone frag., sawed, Bos 	 68.81g 

2 vertebral frag., (1 sawed), Bos 	 13.71g 

1 rib frag., Bos 	 8.52g 

5 scapula frag., sawed, MM-LM (1 burned) 	24.54g 

2 rib frag., MM 	 11.25g 

8 bone frag., MM-LM 	 20.72g 

12 oyster shell frag. 	 206.5 g 

Total 36 	 361.32g 

% by weight bone - 42.8; 	% by weight shell - 57.2 

W36 	3 limb bone frag., sawed, Bos 

2 scapula frag., sawed, Bos 

6 bone frag., MM-LM 

2 bone frag., sawed, MM-LM 

5 oyster shell frag. 

47.74g 

28.87g 

9.05g 

10.4 g 

20.9 g 

Total 18 	 116.22.§1 

% by weight bone - 82.1; 	7 by weight shell - 17.9 
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115 

Level LRF 
	

Number of elements and description 	Weight 

W41 	articular end, femur, Bos (young steer) - 	66.61g 
1 end of shaft, saw-a 
1 femoral head 

1 scapula frag., sawed, MM-LM 	 3.83g 

1 limb bone shaft frag., sawed, Bos 	 3.9 g 

1 articular end, long bone, sawed, Bos 	10.88g 

1 bone frag., MM 	 2.94g 

1 radius, distal half, Sus scrofa (young) 	27.42g 

15 oyster shell frag. 	 24.5 g 

Total 22 	 140.08g. 

7 by weight bone - 82.5; 	7 by weight shell - 17.5 

W47 	19 oyster shell frag. 	 30.0 g 

12 	W48 	29 oyster shell frag. 	 1134.48g 

KN-W 	Total: 	Number 	Weight 	% by Weight 

Bone 	104 	 578.36 g 
	

23.9 

Shell 	162 	 I838.54g 
	

76.1 

Total 
	

266 	 2416.9g 
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6 

Level LRF 

FAUNAL REMAINS - KN-S 

Number of elements and description 

1 1 

Weight 

7 S27 276 oyster shell frag. 208.4 g 

S31 1 bone frag., MM-LM 2.6 g 

83 oyster shell frag. 173.65g 

Total 84 176.25g 

7 by weight bone - 1.5; 	7 by weight shell - 98.5 

S37 30 oyster shell frag. 45.8 g 

8 S39 1 rib frag., MM 0.94g 

1 bone frag., MM-LM 0.42g 

54 oyster shell frag 71.0 g 

Total 56 72.36g 

7 by weight bone - 1.9; 	% by weight shell - 98.1 

S42 1 limb bone shaft frag., MM-LM 6.97g 

2 bone frag., MM-LM 0.6 g 

53 oyster shell frag. 50.8 g 

Total 56 58.37g 

7 by weight bone - 13.0; 	7 by weight shell - 87.0 

S49 1 bone frag., fish 0.01g 

98 oyster shell frag. 114.8 g 

Total 99 114.81g  

% by weight bone - 0.008; % by weight shell - 99.992 

S54 	49 oyster shell frag. 
	 210.3 g 

KN-S 	Total: 	Number 	 Weight 	7 by Weight 

Bone 	 7 	 11.54g 	 1.3 

Shell 	643 	 874.75g 	 98.7 

Total 	650 	 886.29g 
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Minimum Number of Species in Unit KN-W 

Level LRF Minimum Number N-b Weight 

9 W26 3 Gallus domestica 4-0 6.56g 

1 Bos taurus 7-6 74.37g 

9 W30 1 Bos taurus 4-2 61.0 g 

10 W34 -- 

11 W35 1 Bos taurus 8-6 91.04g 

11 W36 1 Bos taurus 5-5 76.61g 

11 W41 2 Bos taurus 4-3 81.39g 

1 Sus scrofa 1-0 27.42g 

11 W47 =P.. 

12 W48 

Totals 33-22 418.45g 

N - total number 

b - number with butcher marks 
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118 

KN-W Bone Unidentified by Species, 

"' 00 
co 	N-b 	N-b 	N-b 

Level 	LRF 	E1 	SA 	MM 	MM/LM 

Classified by Size and Type 

N-b 
N-b 	N-b 	N-b 	No 	N-b 
LM 	Bird 	Shell 	I.D. 	Total 

9 W26 4-0 14-0 1-0 51-0 70-0 

2.29g 19.65g 0.55g 145.95g 168.44g 

9 W30 1-0 2-0 	12-0 25-0 40-0 

0.65g 4.56g 23.89g 136.25g 165.35g 

10 W34 2-0 2-0 	7-0 6-0 17-0 

0.77g 8.45g 	9.16g 139.96g 158.34g 

11 W35 1-0 2-0 	13-5 12-0 28-5 

1.53g 11.25g 45.26g 206.5g 264.54g 

11 W36 8-2 5-0 13-2 
19.45g 20.9g 40.35g 

11 W41 1-0 	1-1 15-0 17-1 

2.94g 	3.83g 24.5g 31.27g 

11 W47 19-0 19-0 

30.Og 30.Og 

12 W48 29-0 29-0 

1134.48g 1134.48g 

Totals 5.24g 27.2g 121.24g 0.55g 1838.54g 1992.77g 

N - total number 

b - number with butcher marks 

SA - small animal, bird or mammal 

MM - medium mammal 

LM - large mammal 

MM/LM - medium/large mammal (indistinguishable) 
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0.77g 8.45g 	9.16g 139.96g 158.34g 

11 W35 1-0 2-0 	13-5 12-0 28-5 

1.53g 11.25g 45.26g 206.5g 264.54g 

11 W36 8-2 5-0 13-2 
19.45g 20.9g 40.35g 

11 W41 1-0 	1-1 15-0 17-1 

2.94g 	3.83g 24.5g 31.27g 

11 W47 19-0 19-0 

30.Og 30.Og 

12 W48 29-0 29-0 

1134.48g 1134.48g 

Totals 5.24g 27.2g 121.24g 0.55g 1838.54g 1992.77g 

N - total number 

b - number with butcher marks 

SA - small animal, bird or mammal 

MM - medium mammal 

LM - large mammal 

MM/LM - medium/large mammal (indistinguishable) 



KN-S Bone Unidentified by Species, Classified by Size and Type 

m 	 N-b m 
m N-b 	N-b 	N-b N-b N-b 	N-b 	No 	N-b 

Level LRF 8 SA 	MM 	MM/LM LM Shell 	Fish 	I.D. Total 

7 

7 

S27 

S31 1-0 

2.6g 

276-0 

208.4g 

83-0 

I73.65g 

276-0 

208.4g 

84-0 

176.65g 

7 S37 30-0 30-0 

45.8g 45.8g 

8 S39 1-0 1-0 54-0 56-0 

0.94g 0.42g 71.0 72.36g 

8 S42 3-1 53-0 56-1 

7.57g 50.8g 58.37g 

8 S49 98-0 1-0 99-0 

114.8g .01g 114.81g 

8 S54 49-0 49-0 

210.3g 210.3g 

Totals 0.94g 10.59g 874.75g 0.01g 886.29g 

N - total number 

b - number with butcher marks 

SA - small animal 

MM - medium mammal 

LM - large mammal 

MM/LM - medium/large mammal (indistinguishable) 
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KN-S Bone Unidentified by Species, Classified by Size and Type 

m 	 N-b m 
m N-b 	N-b 	N-b N-b N-b 	N-b 	No 	N-b 

Level LRF 8 SA 	MM 	MM/LM LM Shell 	Fish 	I.D. Total 

7 

7 

S27 

S31 1-0 

2.6g 

276-0 

208.4g 

83-0 

I73.65g 

276-0 

208.4g 

84-0 

176.65g 

7 S37 30-0 30-0 

45.8g 45.8g 

8 S39 1-0 1-0 54-0 56-0 

0.94g 0.42g 71.0 72.36g 

8 S42 3-1 53-0 56-1 

7.57g 50.8g 58.37g 

8 S49 98-0 1-0 99-0 

114.8g .01g 114.81g 

8 S54 49-0 49-0 

210.3g 210.3g 

Totals 0.94g 10.59g 874.75g 0.01g 886.29g 

N - total number 

b - number with butcher marks 

SA - small animal 

MM - medium mammal 

LM - large mammal 

MM/LM - medium/large mammal (indistinguishable) 
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APPENDIX 10 

SITE TEST 

S2W1 

SURVEY: WEIGHT AND QUANTITY 

Weight Charts 

CHARTS 

2 

56gms 4 1 % 

Level 	1 

Household Items 22gms 	2% 

Brick & Mortar j6 gms 3% 619 gms 44% 5 gms 19% 

Shell 1106 gms 93% 574 g 41% 5 g 19% 

Metal 28 g 2% 137 g 10% 5 g 19% 

Coal 179 g 1% 

Miscellaneous ( 	) (14 g) 41% 

Total 1192 g 1417 g 15 g 

N2W1 Level l 2 

Household Items 17 g 4% 14 g 16% 

Brick & Mortar 168 g 41% 14 g 16% 

Shell 182 g 44% 42 g 48% 

Metal 30 g 7% 17 g 20% 

Coal 14 g 3% 0 

Total 411 gms 87 gms 

N1W5 Level 2_  

Household Items 28 g 12% 14 g 33% 

Brick & Mortar 110 g 47% 14 g 33% 

Shell 14 g 6% 

Metal 70 g 30% 14 g 33% 

Coal 14 g 6% 

Total 236 gms 42 gms 
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Weight Charts  

TPB 	 Level 1 	 2 

Household Items 	 129 g 8% 	 17 g 7% 

Brick & Mortar 	 611 g 40% 	 182 g 76% 

Shell 	 28 g 2% 	 11 g 5% 

Metal 	 76 g 5% 

Coal 	 34 g 2% 	 28 g 12% 

Miscellaneous 	 645 g 42%  

Total 	 1523 gms 	 238 gms 

TPA Level 	1 2 3 4 

Household Items 70 g 3% 84 g 6% 14 g 3% 11 	g 10% 

Brick & Mortar 1190 g 56% 1307 g 91% 451 g 90% 102 g 90% 

Shell 70 g 3% - 8.5 g 2% 

Metal 14 g L 1% 17 g 1% 14 g 3% 

Coal 14 g Z. 1% 8 g 41% 14 g 3% 

Miscellaneous 778 g 36 % 17.2 g 1% 

Total 2136 gms 1433 gms 502 gms 113 gms 
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Weight Charts 

S1WO Level 	1 2 

Household Items 14 g 5% 22 g 2% 

Brick & Mortar 56 g 22% 350 g 34% 

Shell 168 g 66% 504 g 49% 

Metal 7 g 3% 59 g 6% 

Coal 11 g 4% 14 g 1% 

Miscellaneous 70 g 7% 

Total 256 gms 1019 gms 

SOWS Level 	1 2 3 

Household Items 28 g 2% 17 g 7% 0 

Brick & Mortar 630 g 48% 206 g 87% 84 g 41% 

Shell 14 g 1% lgm 11% 

Metal 42 g 3% 8 g 4 1% 

Coal 112 g 9% 0 

Miscellaneous 476 g 37% 

Total 1302 gms 232 gms 84 gms 
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Quantity Chart 

TPA 

Type 

Glass 

Ceramics 

Bone 

Misc. 	HH 

Level 	1 

15 	6% 

1 	0 

11 	4% 

4 	1% 

2 

5 

2 

1 

0 

5% 

2% 

1% 

3 

3 

0 

0 

0 

5% 

0 

0 

0 

Total 

25 

3 

12 

4 

Total HH 31 11% 8 8% 3 5% 2 8% 44 

Brick 81 30% 43 43% 31 52% 13 52% 168 

Mortar 133 49% 40 40% 4 7% 4 16% 181 

Nails 1 0 1 1% 1 2% 0 3 

Shell 14 5% 1 1% 7 12% 3 12% 25 

Misc. 	Metal 2 0 0 2 5% 2 8% 6 

Misc. 	Building 4 1% 4 4% 5 9% 1 4% 14 
Material 

Total 	Building 
Material 

235 87% 89 89% 50 85% 23 92% 397 

Coal 3 1% 2 2% 6 1% 0 11 

Total Count 269 99 59 25 452 

Quantity Chart 
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Total 

25 

3 

12 

4 

Total HH 31 11% 8 8% 3 5% 2 8% 44 

Brick 81 30% 43 43% 31 52% 13 52% 168 

Mortar 133 49% 40 40% 4 7% 4 16% 181 

Nails 1 0 1 1% 1 2% 0 3 

Shell 14 5% 1 1% 7 12% 3 12% 25 

Misc. 	Metal 2 0 0 2 5% 2 8% 6 

Misc. 	Building 4 1% 4 4% 5 9% 1 4% 14 
Material 

Total 	Building 
Material 
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Coal 3 1% 2 2% 6 1% 0 11 

Total Count 269 99 59 25 452 



Quantity Chart 

TPB 

Type 

Glass 

Ceramic 

Bone 

Misc. 	HH 

Level 	1 

22 	18% 

6 	5% 

1 	1% 

2 	2% 

2 

7 

2 

1 

0 

41% 

5% 

2% 

Total 

29 

8 

2 

2 

Total HH 31 	25% 10 24% 41 

Brick 35 	28% 19 46% 54 

Mortar 13 	10% 3 7% 16 

Nails 11 	9% 0 11 

Shell 16 	13% 6 15% 22 

Misc. Metal 2 	2% 3 17% 5 

Misc. 	Building 
Material 

16 	13% 1 2% 17 

Total 	Building 
Material 93 75% 32 71% 126 

Coal 0 	0 2 5% 2 

Total 	Count 124 42 168 
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Quantity Chart 

SlWO 

Type Level 	1 2 Total 

Glass 11 4% 14 4% 25 

Ceramics 1 1% 0 1 

Bone 2 1% 0 2 

Misc HH 0 0 0 

Total HH 14 5% 14 28 

Brick 14 5% 16 5% 30 

Mortar 0 8 2% 8 

Nails 1 4 1% 5 

Shell 232 89% 300 84% 532 

Misc. 	Metal 0 1 1 

Misc. 	Building 
Material 

0 3 3 

Total 	Building 
Material 247 94% 332 96% 579 

Coal 1 0 1 

Total 	Count 262 346 608 

Quantity Chart 

SlWO 

Type Level 	1 2 Total 
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Quantity Chart 

SOW5 

Type Level 	1 2 3 Total 

Glass 11 4% 1 1% 0 12 

Ceramics 1 0 1 1% 0 2 

Bone 0 0 0 0 0 

Misc. 	HH 0 0 0 0 0 

Total HH 12 4% 2 3% 0 14 

Brick 203 69% 60 83% 27 84% 310 

Mortar 11 4% 24 33% 4 13% 39 

Nails 15 5% 3 4% 0 18 

Shell 12 4% 0 0 12 

Misc. Metal 1 0 0 1 

Misc. 	Building 
Material 

39 13% 0 0 39 

Total 	Building 
Material 

281 96% 87 94% 31 96% 399 

Coal 0 3 4% 1 3% 4 

Total Count 293 92 32 417 

Quantity Chart 
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Quantity Chart 

N2W1 

Type 

Glass 

Ceramics 

Bone 

Misc. 	HH 

Level 	1 

9 	8% 

0 

0 

2 	2% 

2 

2 

1 

0 

1 

5% 

3% 

3% 

Total 

11 

1 

0 

3 

Total HH 11 	9% 4 10% 15 

Brick 19 	16% 1 30% 20 

Mortar 5 	4% 2 50% 7 

Nails 3 	3% 1 3% 4 

Shell 76 	64% 32 82% 108 

Misc. Metal 2 	2% 3 8% 5 

Misc. 	Building 
Material 

0 0 0 

Total 	Building 
Material 

105 	89% 39 100% 144 

Coal 2 	2% 0 2 

Total Count 118 43 161 
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Quantity Chart 

S2W1 

Type 

Glass 

Ceramics 

Bone 

Misc HH 

Level 	1 

8 	4% 

1 

0 

7 	4% 

2 

21 

2 

0 

0 

18% 

2% 

3 

0 

- 

0 

0 

Total 

29 

3 

0 

7 

Total HH 16 8% 23 20% 0 39 

Brick 6 30% 22 19% 1 33% 29 

Mortar 0 5 4% 0 5 

Nails 6 3% 13 11% 2 33% 21 
1 

Shel 153 81% 50 42% 1 334.  204 

Misc. Metal 0 0 0 0 

Misc. 	Build. Mat 0 1 0 1 

Total 	Building Mati 165 91 4 260 

Coal 0 4 3% 0 4 

Total Count 181 118 4 303 
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Quantity Chart 
N1W5 

Type 

Glass 

Ceramics 

Bone 

Misc HH 

Level 	1 	 2 

0 

- 	 0 

0 

- 	 0 

3 

2 

0 

0 

0 

13% 

Total 

2 

0 

0 

0 

Total HH 0 2 13% 2 

Brick 3 38% 10 63% 13 

Mortar 1 0 1 

Nails 1 13% 3 19% 4 

Shell 0 0 0 

Misc. 	Metal 3 38% 0 3 

Misc. 	Build. 	Mat 0 1 6% 1 

Total 	Building Mat - 	 8 14 22 

Coal - 	 0 0 0 

Total Count - 	 8 16 24 

Quantity Chart 
N1W5 

Type 

Glass 

Ceramics 

Bone 

Misc HH 

Level 	1 	 2 
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0 
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0 

0 
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